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 STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
 
The Utah Court of Appeals is conferred with jurisdiction over 
the instant appeal pursuant to Utah Code Ann. ' 78A-4-103(2)(h). 
 
 STATEMENT OF ISSUES / STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
1. Whether the trial court abused its discretion and erred 
as a matter of law in the course of modifying the child custody 
provision of the divorce decree.  Custody determinations Aare 
matters within the broad discretion of the trial court,@ which the 
appellate court will not disturb Aso long as they are consistent 
with the standards set by appellate courts, and are supported by 
adequate findings of fact and conclusions of law.@  Paryzek v. 
Paryzek, 776 P.2d 78, 83 (Utah Ct. App. 1989) (citing Martinez v. 
Martinez, 728 P.2d 994, 995 (Utah 1986)); see also Walton v. 
Walton, 814 P.2d 619, 621 (Utah Ct. App. 1991) (citing Hagan v. 
Hagan, 810 P.2d 478, 481 (Utah Ct. App. 1989)).  AFurther, in 
reviewing the trial court=s actions, the appellate court >will not 
substitute [its] judgment for that of the trial court= if 
substantial evidence supports the factual findings and there was 
proper application of the legal standards.@  Paryzek, 776 P.2d at 
83 (quoting Bake v. Bake, 772 P.2d 461 (Utah Ct. App. 1989)).  
Notwithstanding the broad discretion customarily applied to such 
determinations, questions involving the trial court=s 
interpretation of common law and rules are questions of law that 
the appellate court is well-suited to address, thus granting no 
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deference to the lower court.  See Trujillo v. Jenkins, 840 P.2d 
777, 778-79 (Utah 1992); State v. Richardson, 843 P.2d 517, 518 
(Utah Ct. App. 1992) (stating that Awe consider the trial court=s 
interpretation of binding case law as presenting a question of law 
and review the trial court=s interpretation of that law for 
correctness.@); Loporto v. Hoegemann, 982 P.2d 586, 587 (Utah Ct. 
App. 1999) (quoting Hartford Leasing Corp. v. State, 888 P.2d 694, 
697 (Utah Ct. App. 1994, cert. denied, 899 P.2d 1231 (Utah 1995)). 
Preservation of Issue Citation or Statement of Grounds for Review: 
 Ms. Hanson preserved this issue by way of her presentation of 
evidence and arguments at trial as set forth at R. 307-40 and in 
passim. 
 
 DETERMINATIVE AUTHORITY 
The constitutional provisions, statutes, ordinances, rules, 
regulations, or case law whose interpretation is determinative, 
are set out verbatim, with the appropriate citation, in the body 
and arguments of the instant Brief of Appellant. 
 
 STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
 
This case involves, among other things, a trial court=s 
misinterpretation and misapplication of Utah law and the attendant 
legal principles in the course of granting a petition to modify 
well-established custody. 
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Petitioner / Appellee, Chad Jason Hanson, and Respondent / 
Appellant, Allison Sara Hanson, were husband and wife from 1993 
until 2001, when the district court entered a Decree of Divorce.  
 Four children were born as issue of the marriage.  The Decree 
of Divorce granted Ms. Hanson the primary physical custody of all 
four of the minor children. 
In December 2002, Ms. Hanson moved to Louisiana with the 
minor children to pursue a relationship with her former husband.  
Thereafter, on July 14, 2004, Ms. Hanson filed a Petition to 
Modify Decree of Divorce, seeking an increase in child support  
and the award of two of the children as dependants for income tax 
purposes. 
On September 3, 2004, Mr. Hanson filed a Verified Answer to 
Petition to Modify Decree of Divorce and Counterclaim, denying the 
Petition to Modify and, in turn, requesting custody of the minor 
children. 
Pursuant to stipulation of the parties, the court appointed 
an evaluator who performed and completed a custody evaluation.  
The parties appeared before the district court for a two-day trial 
on May 8 & 9, 2007.  Upon the conclusion of trial, the district 
court took the matter under advisement. 
On June 12, 2007, the district court issued its Memorandum 
Decision, modifying the Decree of Divorce and awarding custody of 
the children to Mr. Hanson if by June 25, 2007, Ms. Hanson has not 
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notified, in writing, Mr. Hanson and the Court of her decision to 
reside in Utah and if Ms. Hanson has not returned and established 
residence in Utah consistent with the court=s dictates. 
The district court=s Memorandum Decision was signed on June 
12, 2007, and accordingly entered that same day and the Amended 
Order Modifying Decree of Divorce was signed and entered on July 
9, 2007.  Ms. Hanson, through appellate counsel, filed a timely 
Notice of Appeal on July 12, 2007. 
 
 STATEMENT OF FACTS 
 
1. Chad Jason Hanson and Allison Sara Hanson were husband 
and wife from 1993 until 2001, when the district court entered a 
Decree of Divorce (R. 2; R. 44-52).  A true and correct copy of 
Decree of Divorce is attached to this Brief of Appellant as 
Addendum A. 
2. The provisions set forth in the Decree of Divorce were 
the result of the parties= nonadjudicated negotiation and ultimate 
stipulation (R. 16-17; R. 440). 
3. The parties had the following four children born as 
issue of the marriage:  Tylar Jason Hanson (DOB:  June 26, 1993); 
Skylar Sara Hanson (DOB:  June 26, 1993); Mackenzie Renae Hanson 
(DOB:  January 24, 1995); and Brenna Kaye Hanson (DOB:  June 19, 
1997) (R. 33). 
4. By way of the Decree of Divorce, Ms. Hanson was granted 
the primary physical custody of the minor children (R. 45). 
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5. The Decree of Divorce provides, ARespondent (Ms. Hanson) 
shall provide Petitioner (Mr. Hanson) at least 30 day advance 
written notice of intent to move from Utah to any other State.  If 
Respondent does move from the State of Utah, she shall bear all 
transportation costs for the minor children to visit Petitioner.@ 
(R. 45). 
6. For over a year after the divorce, both parties and the 
children resided in Utah (R. 559:190:5-6; R. 440). 
7. In December 2002, Ms. Hanson moved to Louisiana with the 
minor children to pursue a relationship with her former husband, 
which ultimately failed (R. 440). 
8. On July 14, 2004, Ms. Hanson filed a Petition to Modify 
Decree of Divorce in which she requested an increase in child 
support, and that she be awarded two of the children as dependants 
 for income tax purposes (R. 110-13). 
9. On September 3, 2004, Mr. Hanson filed a Verified Answer 
to Petition to Modify Decree of Divorce and Counterclaim, denying 
the Petition to Modify and requesting custody of the minor 
children (R. 117-21). 
10. Pursuant to stipulation, the court appointed Kim 
Peterson, MSW, LCSW, to conduct a custody evaluation (R. 252). 
11. According to the Child Custody Evaluation Report, AAll 
of the children appear to be happy and reasonably well adjusted.  
They do not present with significant emotional or behavioral 
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difficulties.@  See Child Custody Evaluation Report, p. 3A, a true 
and correct copy of which is attached to this Brief of Appellant 
as Addendum B. 
12. The Child Custody Evaluation Report further notes that 
AAllison has been the children=s primary care giver and she appears 
to do a good job of meeting their basic needs.@  See id. at p. 3B. 
13. By way of the Evaluation, Mr. Peterson Arecommended that 
the parents share joint legal and physical custody.@  See id. at 
p. 6C. 
14. According to the Suggested Parent-Time Arrangements set 
forth in the Child Custody Evaluation Report, there are two 
alternative recommendations, which follow: 
The first recommendation is for Allison 
to return to the Salt Lake area.  Her home 
would be the children=s primary residence and 
Chad would have liberal parent time.  The 
actual schedule  
 
would need to be negotiated and should center 
around the parent=s work schedules. 
 
The alternative recommendation would be 
for the children to remain in Louisiana and 
Allison would have physical custody during the 
school year, subject to Chad=s parent time at 
Christmas and another visit Spring and Easter 
break.  Chad would have primary physical 
custody during summers, subject to Allison=s 
parent time in Utah if she chooses to exercise 
it.  Arrangements would also need to be made 
for the children to spend time with their 
maternal grandparents. 
 
See id. at p. 6D. 
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15. The parties appeared before the district court for trial 
on May 8 & 9, 2007 (R. 599 and 600). 
16. At trial, Mr. Peterson, the custody evaluator, testified, 
I do not feel that there is sufficient 
justification to say - grant dad custody.  
They have a very significant bond with their 
mother.  She=s a good mother.  She=s 
responsible and I can=t for the life of me in 
weighing each one of their strengths or 
weaknesses say that based on parenting skills 
alone that dad would be the preferable parent. 
 Dad was a very good parent too.  He=s had some 
problems in the past.  He=s grown up a lot in 
the last few years, he=s really matured and the 
children have become much more of a priority 
to him. 
 
(R. 599:83:15-24). 
17. Mr. Peterson further testified that the children are Ahappy 
and well adjusted in their mother=s home.  In the long run, the 
children will likely be happier if they were to live in Utah but 
there is no reason to believe they would be better adjusted here.@ (R. 
599:97:13-18).  See also Child Custody Evaluation Report, p. 8E.4. 
18. Additionally, Mr. Peterson testified that he would not 
recommend removing the children from their mother=s custody inasmuch 
as Athey would be stressed.@ (R. 599:104:7-11). 
19. In response to questioning by the district court concerning 
the possible removal of the children from their mother, Mr. Peterson 
adamantly testified, AWell, I would not remove the children from their 
mother.  I=m opposed to that.  So I=m not talking about leaving mom in 
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Louisiana and having the kids come here.  I do not support that.@ (R. 
599:112:111-12). 
20. At the conclusion of trial, the district court took the 
matter under advisement (R. 600:345:14-15). 
21. On June 12, 2007, the district court issued the following 
order modifying the Decree of Divorce: 
- Custody shall remain with [Ms. Hanson], as 
long as she resides by August 15, 2007, in Salt 
Lake County, or a nearby county within 
reasonable distance (less than 150 miles) of 
[Mr. Hanson=s] residence, including, but not 
necessarily limited to, Salt Lake, Utah, 
Wasatch, Morgan, Davis or Weber Counties.  The 
reason for this deadline is so that the children 
may be enrolled and start in school in Utah at 
the beginning of the 2007/2008 school year.  If 
[Ms. Hanson] returns to reside in Utah, [Mr. 
Hanson] is awarded parent time consistent with 
Section 33-3-35.5, Utah Code Ann. 
 
- [Mr. Hanson] is awarded custody of the 
children, if by June 25, 2007 [Ms. Hanson] has 
not notified, in writing, [Mr. Hanson] and the 
Court of her decision to reside in Utah and if 
[Ms. Hanson] has not returned and established 
residence in Utah consistent with the preceding 
paragraph.  If [Ms. Hanson] remains in Louisiana 
or another location outside of Utah or if she 
resides in Utah further than 150 miles from 
Petitioner, she is awarded parent time 
consistent with Section 33-3-37 and Section 33-
3-35.5, Utah Code Ann. 
 
(R. 456-57).  See Memorandum Decision, R. 439-59, and Amended Order 
Modifying Decree of Divorce, R. 482-502, a true and correct copy of 
which are attached to this Brief of Appellant as Addendum C. 
22. The district court=s Memorandum Decision was signed on June 
12, 2007, and accordingly entered that same day and the Amended Order 
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Modifying Decree of Divorce was signed and entered on July 9, 2007 
(R. 439-59; R. 482-502). 
23. Ms. Hanson, through appellate counsel, filed a timely 
Notice of Appeal on July 12, 2007 (R. 511-13).  See Notice of Appeal, 
R. 511-13, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as 
Addendum D. 
 
 SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
 
 
1. The trial court abused its discretion and erred as a 
matter of law in the course of modifying the child custody 
provision of the divorce decree.  According to the bifurcated 
analysis for obtaining a change of custody, first, a parent 
seeking a change in custody must establish a substantial change in 
circumstances occurring subsequent to the initial decree, and 
second, the change in custody must be shown to be in the best 
interests of the child. 
Upon concluding there is a material change in circumstances 
justifying a reconsideration of the custody issue, the trial court 
must consider the changes in circumstances along with all other 
evidence relevant to the welfare or best interests of the child, 
including the advantage of stability in custody arrangements that 
will always weigh against changes in the party awarded custody.  
Although the court may consider many factors, each is not on equal 
footing.  The importance of the multitude of factors used in 
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determining a child=s best interests ranges from the possibly 
relevant to the critically important.  At the critically important 
end of the spectrum, when the child is thriving, happy, and well-
adjusted, lies continuity of placement. 
In this case, the trial court stated that it did Anot put 
much weight on the determination that [Ms. Hanson] is the primary 
care giver because her being in Louisiana necessitates this fact.@ 
 As a whole, the record demonstrates that the trial court 
explicitly disregarded the undisputed facts that the children had 
resided with Ms. Hanson well over five years prior to the custody 
trial, that the children progressed well in the Louisiana 
environment, and discounted, if not ignored, the potential harm to 
the children that would result if a change in the lengthy custody 
arrangement with their mother occurred. 
The trial court=s analysis and findings in this case are 
defective in several respects.  There is little of no reference to 
the evaluator=s adamant recommendation and insistence that children 
not be removed from their mother.  The trial court=s findings also 
failed to consider undisputed evidence of the children=s Avery 
significant bond with their mother@, Ms. Hanson=s lengthy status as 
the primary caregiver, and the evidence that the children thrived 
while living with their mother in Louisiana.  These omissions 
constitute an abuse of discretion.  Additionally, the trial court 
ignored Mr. Peterson=s warnings of the negative impact to the 
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children if they were removed from their mother.  In fact, the 
expert testimony of Mr. Peterson as well as his recommendation 
preponderated in favor of continuing custody at the very least with 
Ms. Hanson in some fashion or another.  The trial court gave little 
of no explanation for its refusal to follow this recommendation.  
Consequently, the record demonstrates that the court=s disregard of 
the need for consistency and stability, especially given the rather 
even parenting abilities, constitutes an improper application of 
the law and a resulting abuse of discretion. 
Like Larsen v. Larsen, based on the established case law, 
statutory law, and legal principles, the record on appeal does not 
demonstrate a compelling reason why residing in Salt Lake County or 
thereabouts would be better for the children than allowing them to 
reside with their life-long primary caregiver where they 
undisputedly thrived and flourished.  The trial court, in its 
ruling, focused on the children being in close proximity to 
extended family in Utah.  While this factor is an appropriate 
factor for the court=s consideration, this, by  itself, is 
insufficient to disturb a previously established custody 
arrangement in which the children are happy and well-adjusted. 
 
 ARGUMENTS 
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I. THE TRIAL COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION AND ERRED AS 
A MATTER OF LAW IN THE COURSE OF MODIFYING THE 
CHILD CUSTODY PROVISION OF THE DIVORCE DECREE. 
 
A.  Bifurcated Change of Custody Analysis 
 
The Utah Supreme Court, in Hogge v. Hogge, 649 P.2d 51 (Utah 
1982), established a bifurcated analysis that must be followed to 
obtain a change of custody.  First, a parent seeking a change in 
custody must establish a substantial change in circumstances 
occurring subsequent to the initial decree, and second, the change 
in custody must be shown to be in the best interests of the child. 
See id. at 53-54; see also Utah Code Ann. ' 30-3-10.4(1).1  "[I]n 
change of custody cases involving a nonlitigated custody decree, a 
trial court, in applying the changed-circumstances test, should 
receive evidence on changed circumstances and that evidence may 
include evidence that pertains to the best interests of the child." 
 Elmer v. Elmer, 776 P.2d 599, 605 (Utah 1989); Smith v. Smith, 793 
P.2d 407, 410 (Utah Ct. App. 1990) ("[A]s part of a change of 
custody analysis in the requested modification of a on litigated 
                     
1This subsection provides: 
(1) On the motion of one or both of the parents, or the joint 
legal custodians if they are not the parents, the court may, after a 
hearing, modify an order that established custody if: 
(a) the circumstances of the child or one or both custodians have 
materially and substantially changed since the entry of the order to 
be modified; and 
(b) a modification of the terms and conditions of the order would 
be an improvement for and in the best interest of the child. 
Utah Code Ann. ' 30-3-10.4(1). 
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custody determination . . . , the court may consider evidence 
bearing on the effect of custody on the child."). 
B. Best Interests of the Children Factors 
Upon concluding there is a material change in circumstances 
justifying a reconsideration of the custody issue, the trial court 
Amust consider the changes in circumstances along with all other 
evidence relevant to the welfare or best interests of the child, 
including the advantage of stability in custody arrangements that  
will always weigh against changes in the party awarded custody.@  
Hogge v. Hogge, 649 P.2d 51, 54 (Utah 1982).  In Moon v. Moon, 790 
P.2d 52 (Utah Ct. App. 1990), this Court articulated the following 
factors that may be considered by the trial court in performing the 
best-interests-of-the-child analysis: 
The need for stability in custodial 
relationship and environment; maintaining an 
existing primary custodial bond; the relative 
strength of parental bonds[;] [t]he relative 
abilities of the parents to provide care, 
supervision, and a suitable environment for 
the children and to meet the needs of the 
children; [p]reference of a child able to 
evaluate the custody question; [t]he benefits 
of keeping siblings together, enabling sibling 
bonds to form; [t]he character and emotional 
stability of the custodian; and [t]he desire 
for custody; the apparent commitment of the 
proposed custodian to parenting. 
Id. at 54 (citations omitted).2 
                     
2These factors substantially reflect those set out in Rule 4-903 of 
the Utah Code of Judicial Administration, which provides in part: 
[E]valuators must consider and respond to each of the 
following factors: 
(A) the child's preference;  
(B) the benefit of keeping siblings together;  
(C) the relative strength of the child's bond with one or 
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Although the court may consider many factors, each is not on 
equal footing.  Hudema v. Carpenter, 1999 UT App 290, &26, 989 P.2d 
491. Ordinarily it is within the trial court=s discretion to 
determine, based on the specific facts before it and within the 
constructs established by the appellate courts, where a particular 
factor falls within the spectrum of relevant importance and its 
appropriate weight.  See Davis v. Davis, 749 P.2d 647, 648 (Utah 
1988); Childs v. Childs, 967 P.2d 942, 945 (Utah Ct. App. 1998), 
cert. denied, 982 P.2d 88 (Utah 1999).  The importance of the 
multitude of factors used in determining a child=s best interests 
                                                                  
both of the prospective custodians;  
(D) the general interest in continuing previously determined 
custody arrangements where the child is happy and well 
adjusted; 
(E) factors relating to the prospective custodians' 
character or status or their capacity or willingness to 
function as parents, including: 
(i) moral character and emotional stability;  
(ii) duration and depth of desire for custody;  
(iii) ability to provide personal rather than 
surrogate care; 
(iv) significant impairment of ability to 
function as a parent through drug abuse, 
excessive drinking or other causes; 
(v) reasons for having relinquished custody in 
the past; 
(vi) religious compatibility with the child; 
(vii) kinship, including in extraordinary 
circumstances  stepparent status; 
(viii) financial condition; and 
(ix) evidence of abuse of the subject child, 
another child, or spouse; and 
(F) any other factors deemed important by the evaluator, the 
parties, or the court. 
Utah Code of Jud. Admin. R4-903(5). 
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Aranges from the possibly relevant to the critically important.@  
Hudema, 1999 UT App 290 at &26.  AAt the critically important end  
of the spectrum, when the child is thriving, happy, and well-
adjusted, lies continuity of placement.@  Id. (citing Davis, 749  
P.2d at 648 (AIn considering competing claims to custody between 
fit parents under the >best interests of the child= standard,  
considerable weight should be given to which parent has been the 
child=s primary caregiver.@); Paryzek v. Paryzek, 776 P.2d 78, 82 
(Utah Ct. App. 1989) (A[T]rial courts must examine a child=s need 
for stability, and therefore, consider prior custody arrangements, 
and the potential harm to the child if the arrangement is 
changed.@). 
 In the case at bar, the trial court simply noted that the 
custody evaluator, AMr. Peterson[,] found that [Ms. Hanson] had 
been the >children=s primary care giver= and she appears to do a good 
job of meeting their basic needs.  However, the Court does not put 
much weight on the determination that [Ms. Hanson] is the primary 
care giver because her being in Louisiana necessitates this fact.@3 
In Elmer v. Elmer, 776 P.2d 599 (Utah 1989), the Utah Supreme 
Court stated: 
                     
3While this statement is an indication of the trial court=s 
refusal to duly consider Ms. Hanson=s status as the primary caregiver, 
in violation of Utah law, it is also troublesome because it 
inaccurately portrays Ms. Hanson solely as the primary caregiver while 
residing in Louisiana.  In fact, Ms. Hanson has been the primary 
caregiver for essentially the children=s entire lives, not to mention 
since the divorce in October 2001. 
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Nevertheless, if an existing custody 
arrangement is not inimical to the child, the 
continuity and stability of the arrangement 
are factors to be weighed in determining a 
child=s best interests.  What particular weight 
to be accorded those factors in a given case 
must depend on the duration of the initial 
custody  
arrangement, the age of the child, the nature 
of the relationship that has developed between 
the child and the custodial and noncustodial 
parents, and how well the child is thriving 
physically, mentally, and emotionally.  A very 
short custody arrangement of a few months, 
even if nurturing to some extent, is not 
entitled to as much weight as a similar 
arrangement of substantial duration.  Of 
course, a lengthy custody arrangement in which 
a child has thrived ought rarely, if at all, 
to be disturbed, and then only if the 
circumstances are compelling. 
 
Id. at 604 (citation omitted).  Other Utah Supreme Court cases 
similarly hold that stability is a fundamental consideration in 
original custody awards as well as subsequent modifications.  In 
Pusey v. Pusey, 728 P.2d 117 (Utah 1986), the Court stated that 
decisive factors in child custody determinations should be function 
related, and include the Aidentity of the primary caretaker during 
the marriage.@  Id. at 120.  In addition, the Court in Pusey also 
states that another factor to consider is the Aidentity of the 
parent with whom the child has spent most of his or her time 
pending custody determination if that period is lengthy.@  Id. 
In Davis v. Davis, 749 P.2d 647 (Utah 1988), the father had 
custody of the child for over a year prior to trial on the issue 
of permanent custody.  The trial court considered a number of 
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factors, including that the father had provided a stable 
environment and had been the primary caretaker during the interim  
period.  The Utah Supreme Court affirmed the custody award to the 
father, stating that A[i]n considering competing claims to custody 
between fit parents under the >best interests of the child= 
standard, considerable weight should be given to which parent has 
been the child=s primary caregiver.@  Id. at 648 (emphasis added). 
In this case, the trial court stated that it did Anot put 
much weight on the determination that [Ms. Hanson] is the primary 
care giver because her being in Louisiana necessitates this fact.@ 
 As a whole, the record demonstrates that the trial court 
explicitly disregarded the undisputed facts that the children had 
resided with Ms. Hanson well over five years prior to the custody 
trial, that the children progressed well in the Louisiana 
environment, and discounted, if not ignored, the potential harm to 
the children that would result if a change in the lengthy custody 
arrangement with their mother occurred. 
At trial, on direct examination by Mr. Hanson=s counsel, Mr. 
Peterson, the custody evaluator, testified, 
I do not feel that there is sufficient 
justification to say - grant dad custody.  
They have a very significant bond with their 
mother.  She=s a good mother.  She=s 
responsible and I can=t for the life of me in 
weighing each one of their strengths or 
weaknesses say that based on parenting skills 
alone that dad would be the preferable 
parent.  Dad was a very good parent too.  He=s 
had some problems in the past.  He=s grown up 
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a lot in the last few years, he=s really 
matured and the children have become much 
more of a priority to him. 
(R. 599:83:15-24).  He also testified that the children are Ahappy 
and well adjusted in their mother=s home@ and that he would not 
recommend removing the children from their mother=s custody 
inasmuch as Athey would be stressed.@ (R. 599:97:13-15; R. 
599:104:7-11).  
 In response to questioning by the district court concerning 
the possible removal of the children from their mother, Mr. 
Peterson adamantly testified, AWell, I would not remove the 
children from their mother.  I=m opposed to that.  So I=m not 
talking about leaving mom in Louisiana and having the kids come 
here.  I do not support that.@ (R. 599:112:111-12). 
The trial court=s analysis and findings in this case are 
defective in several respects.  There is little of no reference to 
the evaluator=s adamant recommendation and insistence that children 
not be removed from their mother.  The trial court=s findings also 
failed to consider undisputed evidence of the children=s Avery 
significant bond with their mother@, Ms. Hanson=s lengthy status as 
the primary caregiver, and the evidence that the children thrived 
while living with their mother in Louisiana.  These omissions 
constitute an abuse of discretion.4  Additionally,  
                     
4"The findings of fact should reflect that the court considered 
stability as a factor in the custody decision and the weight the 
court accorded it.@  Elmer v. Elmer, 776 P.2d 599, 605 (Utah 1989); 
accord Cummings v. Cummings, 821 P.2d 472, 479 (Utah Ct. App. 1991). 
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the trial court ignored Mr. Peterson=s warnings of the negative 
impact to the children if they were removed from their mother.  In 
fact, the expert testimony of Mr. Peterson as well as his 
recommendation preponderated in favor of continuing custody at the 
very least with Ms. Hanson in some fashion or another.  The trial 
court gave little of no explanation for its refusal to follow this 
recommendation.  A[A]lthough the trial court is not bound to 
accept the evaluation [of the court appointed evaluator], . . . 
some reason for rejecting the recommendation . . . is in order.@  
Sukin v. Sukin, 842 P.2d 922, 925-26 (Utah Ct. App. 1992) (quoting 
Tuckey v. Tuckey, 649 P.2d 88, 91 (Utah 1982)). 
Notwithstanding the principles of deference given to the 
trial court=s evidentiary findings, the record demonstrates that 
the court=s disregard of the need for consistency and stability, 
especially given the rather even parenting abilities, constitutes 
an improper application of the law and a resulting abuse of 
discretion. 
In Larsen v. Larsen, 888 P.2d 719 (Utah Ct. App. 1994), a 
case that is eerily similar to the case at bar, father and mother 
were divorced after nine years of marriage and three children, 
with mother receiving by way of stipulated settlement custody of 
the children.  Id. at 721.  Shortly after the divorce, mother 
decided to move with the children to Oregon where she intended to 
marry her fiancé.  Id.  Father filed a petition to modify custody 
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because he believed that the move would inhibit his relationship 
with the children, disrupt the children=s religious training, and 
remove them from their family and friends.  Id.  The trial court 
granted the petition, ordering that if mother moved from Summit 
County, Utah, physical custody of the children would transfer to 
father.  Id. at 721-22.  On appeal, this Court reversed the trial 
court=s modification, concluding that there was not compelling 
evidence that residing in Summit County would be better for the 
children than allowing them to continue to reside with their life-
long primary caregiver.  Id. at 723, 727. 
As in Larsen, the trial court in the instant case determined 
that the children should be removed from the custody of their 
mother and placed in their father=s custody if, and only if, their 
mother were to reside Ain Salt Lake County, or a nearby county 
within reasonable distance (less than 150 miles)@ of their  
father=s residence.  Based on the trial court=s analysis and 
findings, the court=s ruling basically means that the trial court 
believed the children=s domicile in Salt Lake County is so 
essential to their welfare that not residing there would be more 
detrimental than separating them from their life-long primary 
caregiver.  Based on the above-mentioned case law, statutory law, 
and legal principles, the record on appeal does not demonstrate a 
compelling reason why residing in Salt Lake County or thereabouts 
would be better for the children than allowing them to reside with 
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their life-long primary caregiver where they undisputedly thrived 
and flourished. 
 The trial court, in its ruling, focused on the children being 
in close proximity to extended family in Utah.  While this factor 
is an appropriate factor for the court=s consideration, Athis, by  
itself, is insufficient to disturb a previously established 
custody arrangement in which the children are happy and well-
adjusted.@  Id. at 726.  In fact, according to Utah case law, this 
factor, on the spectrum of relevant and important factors, is at 
the less significant end of the spectrum.  See Hudema v. 
Carpenter, 1999 UT App 290, &36, 989 P.2d 491. 
Like Larsen, it is not disputed that Mr. Hanson is and can 
continue to be a positive factor in the children=s lives.   In 
fact, the evaluator stated that sharing longer blocks of time 
together,5 in contract to more frequent visitation, could 
facilitate relationships between Mr. Hanson and the children. 
 
 CONCLUSION 
 
Based on the foregoing, Ms. Hanson respectfully requests that 
this Court reverse the trial court=s modification ruling and remand 
the case to the trial court for further proceedings consistent 
                     
5See Child Custody Evaluation Report, p. 6.D. (suggesting primary 
physical custody of the children by Mr. Hanson during summers, subject 
to Ms. Hanson=s parent time in Utah if she chooses to exercise it.) 
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with the Court=s opinion, including a reconsideration of her 
request for reasonable attorney fees. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 17th day of February, 2009. 
ARNOLD & WIGGINS, P.C. 
 
 
 
________________________  
       Scott L Wiggins 
Counsel for Appellant 
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CONCLUSIONS
A. Summ~ry of Children's Needs
The children's basic needs indude nutrition, shelter and medical
care. They need nurturing and support as well as attention and positive
interaction with parents and significant others. They need appropriate
guidance, structure and discipline and positive role models who will teach
them values and appropriate conduct. They need educational support as
well as parents who will be sensitive to and aid in their emotional
development.. The children need to be raised in a stable environment free
of family dysfunction or Significant parental impairments where their
relationship with each parent is supported.
MfOfi8ie:~no- ,,:·:!tQ1be~ ••~tl, nab! -weILadJ'usted.( r;eniappeaE. ... .'uapPl'«U ,reaso.·-·"·,,.,y"' ....·..'_'~,L'<·i .. <,f:-.?
T'he-y,ldo,nq~fir'e'Senf'With:slgnmamt.'6noti<ma1'Qr-·'behaviornt difficultie~.'
They,.ar.e.. ...ho-we.ver,,-,stressedabout1:heirparent's -divorce and the conflict
between-them which is a risk factor for emotional and/or behavioral
.problems.
B. Summary of Each Parent's and Step-parent's Ability and Propensity to
Provide for the Children's Needs '
Mother. Atfison'fias'beefi'1ne:'Chikiren':s;,primary .care giver and
she;appeaf!S~O'ddlIf6dd Job'bf'meetintcth€lrjb'asiC-'iieeQ5;,~Uis{)fl+>r:es~ts
as~:respdnSib1e'and cshe'Fovides appropriate structure and .she helps the
childeen-educationally. As a singleparent, Allison struggles to find time to
do things with the children, but this is not indicative of any kind of neglect
and she is putting a lot of energy into taking care of them, Allison presents
as quite nurturing and the children have a good relationship with her. She
is, however somewhat rigid in how she deals with the children's emotions
and she is less sensitive than Chad to their feelings. She appears to do
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reasonably well with limits and discipline and she has taught the children to
be responsible and well mannered. The three older children report no
inappropriate discipline. Brenna reports her mother has spanked, hit and
also swore at her, but there is no indication that her behavior has reached
the point of abuse.
Father: CHaJf'was'nonncit'invofve<J'Ul"pa'fefi'tihgw"hehc'the
"._.:".'''';.l'.~~-<::<.:.-i·.:;f.,':·""·I!~·.;.~,i.....•::;:~." ...
chjldrenw.er:-e;¥~;uJnger;,"SetO'ndaryto beiilg"mofc''focused-c.;)fl·work and
~Qg;~itb.,lrJgods...However, over time, Chad has matured and he has
become a much better father and the children are now very much a
priority to him. Chad takes good care of the children and he meets their
needs. Chad presents as nurturing and, in comparison to Allison, he is
more tuned in to his children's feelings and they have a good relationship
with him. Chad presents as attentive and, when the children visit, he makes
a concerted effort to do a lot of fun things with them. The children see
their father as being more attentive than their mother, but in this
evaluator's opinion, he~ouIdah-avemade;a~ter-<effoff'tt>'See'thethildren
~~ntly:::.-sincedley,moy.ed,to!~uisiana. Chad appears to have
reasonably good disciplinary skills. He has reasonable limits and there is no
indication of him mistreating the children.
Step-mother: Kim presents with good parenting skills and she has
done a good job with her daughter, Brianna. Kim takes an active role in
parenting Chad's children. She presents as nurturing and attentive and she
does well with limit setting and discipline. Kim is very accepting of Chad's
..children and they have developed a good relationship with her.
Impairments
There are currently no concerns about either parent's mental
hea1th, functioning or behavior.
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Availability
Both parents work and one does not appear to be
significantly more available than the other. H6WevE;f:iCh~d'so,:<
scHediile:often.requires-;himt:o>work;bter -inthe -evening which
wDuld,oo ~ess -oonducivero havlng s;:ustOQy. ':
Facilitating a Relationship with the Other Parent
The-children are quite aware of the conflict between their
parents. For the most part. they deny hearing their parents say
negative things about each other, but they occasionally overheat
things and they are aware of their parents getting into arguments
over the phone. Some-;ofthe1ather~~vcorrespondence withAitison
wfilcn'h;eviewea/;didcome acrossas-threatenlng and jOgmi,9?fing
ana 'thestimmert>f1005,' heused 'poorjudgemerrt in talking to the
~ildren-ab6utCEJs-tOay'-and' felilrtgthem'they'coUlaclio'o-sewher€
tbey-:-~iVe. On the other hand, it appears as though Allison, at times,
has been somewhat obstructionistic about visits. Her move to
Louisiana is a concern, especially given her unwillingness to return to
Utah once her relationship with he~ ex-husband did not work out.
In spite of these problems, the conflict between these two parents
seems fairly mild in comparison to many of the cases where custody
is an issue. Never-the-Iess, the children are caught in the middle
and, in the long run. it will be in their best interest if each parent is
able to take more responsibility for their own behavior and reduce
the conflict.
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Unique Fit Between Children's Needs and Parent's
Capabilities
Both parents present as adequate and capable and one does
not appear to be significantlybetter than the other. Each parent
presents with their own unique strengths and weaknesses and, in
many ways, they seem to compliment one another. for'.examR~~'
Allison",nas,beerf'more 'ofi'~t;'nstantlnthe-dlildren' s lives, whereas
Chad presents-as.moresensitive and tuned in to their feelings.
c. Suggested Custody Arrangements (Legal and Physical)
It ;s'TeCommended :that'the -parents"share'joinf'legal'andphysical
eastody,
D. Suggested Parent-Time Arrangements
There are two alternatives. The first recommendation is for Allison
to return to the Salt lake area. Her home would be the children's primary
residence and Chad would have liberal parent time. The actual schedule
would need to be negotiated and should center around the parent's work
schedules.
The alternative recommendation would be for the children to
remain in Louisiana and Allison would have physical custody during the
school year, subject to Chad's parent time at Christmas and another visit
Spring and Easter break. Chad would have primary physical custody during
summers, subject to Allison's parent time in Utah if she chooses to
exercise it. Arrangements would also need to be made for the children to
spend time with their maternal grandparents.
The children were interviewed twice. In both instances, Tylar
indicated a desire to livewith his father. Skylar, however, indicated
she would rather livewith her mother. MacKenzie, when
interviewed the first time, reported she would rather livewith her
father, but jf her mother returned to Utah, then she would rather
live with her. During the second interview, she indicated she would
rather livewith her father. During the first interview, Brenna
reported she would like to see her father more but she would
rather livewith her mother and, during the second interview, she
had no opinion. It is noteworthy, that all of the children prefer Utah
to Louisiana which has a lot to do with not only missing their father,
but also wanting to spend more time with both extended families.
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It is strongly recommended that the parents try one more time to
mediate a settlement. It is in the children's best interest for the parents to
reach an agreement and to spare everyone the stress associated with
further litigation.
E. Rule-4-903 Considerations
I. Children's Preference
2. Benefit of Keeping Children Together.
Moving from Utah to Louisiana and being separated from
their father and other relatives has been hard enough on the
children, but to separate any of the children now would create an
even greater sense of loss. The children have a significant bond with
each other and, separating them at their current ages, especially if
they were to live in different states, would not be in their best
CHILD CUSTODY SETJ1EMENT CoNFERENCE CoNTINUED
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3. Relative Strength of the Children's Bond to One or Both of the
Prospective Custodians.
Currently, Tylar presents as slightlymore bonded to his
father. On the other hand, Skylar is more bonded to her mother.
MacKenzie and Brenna appear to be equally bonded to their parents.
4. GeneraJlnterest of Continuing Previously Detennined Custody
Arr:angements Where the Children are Happy and Well Adjusted.
Although the children are not especially happy about livingin
louisiana, they do present as happy and.well adjusted in their
mother's home. In the long run, the children wiH likely be happier if
they were to live in Utah, but there is no reason to believe they
would be better adjusted here. The current amount of time Chad
spends with the children is unacceptable. It is in their best interest
to spend significantlymore time with him.
5. Factors Relating to the Prospective Custodians Character or Status
or Their Capacity or Willingness to Function as Parents, including:
LMoral Character and Emotional Stability.
Allison suffers from low self-esteem and she has been
prone to anxiety when stressed. Following Mackenzie's birth
she experienced panic attacks for a period of one and a half
to two years. However, there is no indication of significant
psychlatricsymptorns at this time. Allison has experienced
considerable frustration in dealing with Chad, but otherwise, .
she is viewed as emotionally stable and functional and she is
of good character.
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Chad was a very difficult child. He was diagnosed with
ADHDand had significantbehavioral difficulties. His acting
out became more pronounced during adolescence and he
began using drugs and alcohol and he eventually ended up in
treatment for chemical dependency. Chad was medicated for
ADHDas a child, but as an adult, he has matured and he has
become more functional and stable and he is no longer on
medication. Never-the-less, in comparison to Allison, Chad's
history has been less stable and as early as February of 2000,
in a letter to Allisonhe refers to himself as being unstable and
having problems in being a responsible parent and he implies
problems with substance abuse. In 2002, in another letter to
Allison, he talks about consulting a doctor to find out if he is
hi-polar. Never-the-less, there are no indications at this time
of severe mood or behavioral difficulties.Chad is of good
character, but he admits to a brief affairwhen married to
Allison.
li. Duration and Depth of Desire for Custody.
Allison has always wanted custody of her children and
she has a strong and sincere desire to continue to be the
children's custodial parent. Chad did not seek custody until
recently. It should be noted that his petition before the
Court is to obtain custody ofTyfar, but not his siblings and
his motivation is based primarily on Tylar telling him he would
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like to live with him.
iii. Ability to Provide Personal Rather than Surrogate Care.
Both parents work and, overall, one is not available
more than the other. However, because Chad often works
evenings, his schedule is less 'compatible with custody.
iv. Significant Impairment of Ability to Function as a Parent
Through Drug Abuse, Excessive Drinking or Other Causes.
Chad has a history of past drug and alcohol abuse and
he was a patient at Day Spring when age J 9. After leaving
treatment he continued to dabble in drugs for several years.
He denied problems with substance abuse sinceshortly after
his marriage to Allison. However, it is noteworthy that he
received an alcohol related reckless driving ticket when age
31.
Allison denies ever using drugs, however, Chad claims
that they used drugs together at the beginning of their
relationship.
Currently, there is no indication that either parent is
abusing drugs or alcohol.
v. Reasons for Having Relinquished Custody in the Past.
At the time of the divorce, the parents agreed on joint
legal custody; Chad, however, agreed that Allison should
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have physical custody of the children.. Chad, at the time,
recognized Allison's role as the children's primary care giver
and he was struggling somewhat emotionally at the time.
vi. Religious Compatibility With Children.
Religion is not an issue in this case.
vii. Kinship, Including Extraordinary Circumstances and Step-
parent Status.
It is significant that the father is remarried and has the
advantage of a two-parent household. Kim presents as stable
and she has good parenting skillsand she contributes to the
children's welfare. Jt also appears as though Kim adds to
Chad's stability. Together, they function well as parents'
supporting each other and they have a family oriented
lifestyle.
It is very significant that the majority of the children's
extended families, on both sides, five in Utah. Being away
from these relatives has been difficultfor the children and it
would be in their best interest to have more contact with
them.
viii. FinancialCondition.
Chad has greater financial resources and he is able to
provide the children with more materia! things. Allison is
providing the children with an adequate home, but she is
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struggling financially.
ix. Evidence of Abuse of Subject Children and Subject Spouse.
Neither parent has ever abused the children. There is
no history of domestic violence.
6. Other Factors Deemed Important by the Evaluator, Other Parties or
the Court.
Chad expressed concern about the livingconditions in
Louisiana. For example, they are livingin an area where there are
swamps and alligators and poisonous snakes. He is also concerned
about hurricanes. However, livingin Louisiana per se is not an issue
in this evaluator's opinion. Allison's home is not as spacious as
Chad's, but she is providing adequate housing and, contrary to
Chad's portrayal, I did not view her home as being cramped. There
are swamps nearby, but they are not next to the house and there
does not appear to be any significant danger to the children. They
live in a rural area with little traffic and, one could argue that, in their
neighborhood, they are safer than if they were to live in a large city.
F. Special Considerations
If the children remain with their mother in Louisiana, it is felt
appropriate that once they reach high school, if they should desire to live
with their father, they should be allowed to do so. However, if that should
occur, the parenting plan would need to be revised to some degree in as
much as that would necessitate the children being separated from each
other.
-
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BACKGROUND
A. Mediation Resolution Attempted?
Yes.
B. Temporary Custody and Parent-Time Arrangement.
Currently, the parents share joint legal custody, but the mother has
physical custody of the children. For the past several years the children's
contact with their father has primarily consisted of summer and Christmas
visits.
c. Current UvingArrangements.
Currently, the mother lives in Ponchatoula, Louisiana in a three-
bedroom home which she is renting. Aside from the children, no one else
lives in her home. The father and his current wife, Kim Hanson, live in
South jordan, Utah in a five-bedroom home which they are buying. Also in
the home, is Kim's child from a previous marriage, Brianna, age 10)
D.Each Parent's Perception of Custody Issues.
Chad is taking the position that Allison should return to Utah and
that he should have significantlyincreased parent time with the children. If
she does not return to Utah, Chad believes he should be granted primary
physical custody. Since moving to Louisiana, Allison has not provided the
children with much stability and he felt he has more to offer as he has
remarried and can provide the children with a two-parent home where
their needs are more likely to be met. He believed he would provide more
stability and that he and the children have a doser bond and they are
,
happier when they spend time with him. He believed that Allison has been
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putting herself first and not considering the children's best interest and
there is a long history of-her being obstructionistic and not being
cooperative with his parent time. In comparison, he would do more to
facilitate the children's relationship with the other parent.
Allison believes she should retain physical custody of the children as
she has been a good parent. She has done a good job of raising the
children and they are happy and well adjusted in her home. She would not
want to return to Utah as she does not fit in there and she has no roots
{even though her parents now Jivein Utah}. She felt that livingin a small
town offers the children many advantages over livingin a large city and she
has provided them with a stable and safe environment. Allison also believes
that the children are more closely bonded to her.
EVALUATOR'SPROCEDURES
A. Interviews with Adults and Children
Identifying Data: The mother, Allison Hanson, age 35 (DOB: 9-27-
70) lives in Ponchatoula, Louisiana. The father, Chad Hanson, age 35
(DaB: 12-4-70), liveswith his current wife, Kim, age 32 (POB: 11-2-73), in
South Jordan, Utah. Allison and Chad were married January 16, 1993 and
they have been divorced since October 30, 2000. Allison has custody of
their four children Tylar, age 12 (DOB:6-26-93); Skylar, age f 2 (DOB: 6-
26-93); MacKenzie, age 1.0(DOB: 1-16-95 and Brenna, age 8 (DaB: 6-19-
97). Also in Chad's home is a child from Kim's first marriage, Brianna, age
JO {DOB:6-19-95).
Mother: Allison Hanson is the youngest of two children and she
was raised in Michigan,Tennessee and Louisiana. She described her family
as normal and she reported a happy childhood and a good relationship with
her parents .. She denied familydysfunction .and her parents have been .
together for 38 years. Allison denied significantchildhood difficulties and
she did very well in school, graduating in the top ten in her class. She has
since attended two and a half years of college.
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When asked about mental health issues, Allison reported that after
MacKenzie's birth, she began havingpanic attacks which went on for a
period of one and a half to two years. At the time, she was on medication.
Since then she has done well emotionally with only occasional mild
symptoms of anxiety when she is stressed. Allison denied any history of
alcohol abuse, drug use or trouble with the Jaw.
Allison has been married twice. She was previously married to her
high school sweetheart, RickyMurphy, for a period of five years and, after
she and Chad divorced, she returned to louisiana to be with him. They
were together for approximately one year, but they separated October
2003.
Allison was age 22 when she met Chad and they lived together for
three months prior to their marriage. At first, things went fairly well, but
there was a lot of stress, includingthe birth of four children in four years.
They were also trying to run a business which created a tot of stress. Chad
was disconnected from family lifeand he never helped with the children and
"it was like having afifth kid." They began growing apart and Chad had a
brief affair, although at the time, Allison did not know about it. The main
problem in their relationship was a lack of communication. Money was
always an issue as their income was up and down and Chad tended to be an
impulsive spender. furthermore, they were never able to get on the same
page regarding child rearing and discipline. Chad was described as being
very controlling and, it had to be his way or no way. On one occasion,
they separated and Chad saw a therapist who told him he was bi-polar. He
took medication for a period of two years, but he was never very
compliant with it. Allison denied domestic violence, but Chad was either
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very high or very low and, when angry, he would throw things. At one
time, they were separated for a period of nine months. When they got
back together, they moved to Tooele to start a new life, but things didn't
get any better. Chad never seemed happy and he started coming home
later and later. When he was home, he did not help with the children and
he was only interested in playingvideo games. "We both knew we were
done," and they separated for good. Allison was upset when Chad left, but
on the other hand, she knew the marriage wasn't right and "it just wasn't
working."
Chad filed for divorce, but custody was never an issue. They agreed
to share joint legal custody with Allison being granted primary physical
custody. At first, their divorce was amicable and she and Chad were able
to be friends. Chad took the children every other week-end and he came
to her house to watch them when she worked on Wednesday evenings.
However, things changed once he met and married his second wife,
jennifer. Allison tried to befriend jennifer, but she bad mouthed her to
Chad. They changed the visitation schedule and, when Allison was unable
to comply because of her work schedule, they accused her of being
uncooperative. Chad was only with Jennifer for approximately one year,
but by the time they separated, Allison's relationship with Chad had
become very negative and he was really angry and hard to get along with.
They had a lot of conflict over the visitation schedule and Chad was very
manipulative and, when he refused to bring the children back at Christmas,
"I was devastated." Allison never tried to keep the children. from Chad, but
when he did not get his way, he would accuse her of being uncooperative.
Eventually, Allison decided to move back to Louisiana to be with her
first husband, December 2002. At first, Chad seemed okay with the idea of
her moving, but as they got closer to the actual date, he became more
reluctant. They worked out an agreement where Chad would have the
children eight weeks every summer and every other Christmas,
Unfortunately, custody became an issue again December 2005 as Tylar was
asking to stay with his father for the school year. Allison suspected some
of this was Tylar's doing, but she also believes Chad had been putting
pressure on him to livewith him. Chad subsequently filed for custody of
Tylar, but not the other children and, since then, "we haven't been able to
talk," which Allison said "reaUysucks."AIlison said she would like to be
able to once again have an amicable relationship with Chad where they are
able to talk about the children, but now there are so many negative feelings,
"I just can't do it."
- -
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When asked about Chad's parenting, Allison said he helped out quite
a bit with the twins. but as the other children came, he became Jess and
less involved in their physical care. Chad worked all of the time and he left
the majority of parental responsibility to her. He didn't have time to
support Tylar in Scouts and he never went to parent/teacher conferences
or to Tylar's soccer games. Chad played with the children when they were
little, but as time went on, he became less attentive and, as the marriage fell
apart, he spent less and less time at home. Since the divorce, Chad initially
left the majority of parental responsibilities to Jennifer and, now to Kim.
He has, however, been pretty good about doing activities with the children.
Allisonsaw Chad as being weak in terms of discipline and, when they were
together, he never took an active role in limit setting. The children have a
good relationship with their father and they enjoy spending time with him.
Allison saw herselfas being a good parent. but "I'm sure I could do
better." People are always telling her they are amazed at how welt she has
handled the children by herself and it's getting easier as they get older. In
the past, Chad always thought of her as being a good parent. She felt she
has always taken good care of the children and met their needs. She saw
herself as being patient and organized. She has always helped the children
academically and she goes to parent/teacher conferences. Allison saw
herself as being attentive and she has always been very involved in doing
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things with the children and taking them on activities. She has also had
them involved in a lot of extra curricular activities. Allison felt she does
well with limits and discipline and the children know what their limits are
and, they are well behaved. She is consistent and she usually stays calm
when dealing with negative behavior, although there are times when she
does yell. The children are very dose to her.
After they separated July 200 I, Allison remained in the family home.
Her former husband, Ricky,contacted her July 2002 and she subsequently
moved back to Louisiana to be with him December of that year. She and
Ricky began livingtogether and Allison felt the children adjusted well to the
situation. She and Ricky stayed together for a year and a half, but
unfortunately, "we came from two different worlds," and there were too
many differences. He has three children who came for visitation and it was
also difficult trying to blend their families. Ricky's other ex-wife was
threatening to take the children and move to Texas and he eventually went
back to her October 2003. The separation was hard on Allison, but also a
relief.
At the time of their separation, Allison moved to a home where she
stayed for on year .. In 2004, she moved next door to a three-bedroom
home which she is renting. For the past two and a half years, Allison has
been employed by Care, Ine. as the Human Resource Director. Her hours
are from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Monday through Friday and she earns
$23,000 per year. In the past, she mostly did clerical work and, at one
time, she helped Chad run an insulation business.
Allison said she has been happily single for the past two and a half
years. Her life centers around doing things with her children and
supporting them in their school and extra curricular activities. She has only
been on one date since she and Ricky separated and there is not room for
more drama in her life. Allison goes out with girlfriends maybe once a
month and, at one time, she and several friends were in a book club.
Allison has a good support system with friends and her landlord has
"adopted us to be a part of their family." Allison reported she is in good
health and she doesn't smoke. Her interests include arts and crafts, scrap
booking and reading. but she really doesn't have the time to pursue these
activities. Allison was raised in the Episcopal church, but she is no longer
involved in that religion. She occasionally attends other churches with
friends and she has thought about getting the children involved in one of
the youth groups in her town. Allison reported occasional use of alcohol,
but she doesn't keep it in the house.
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When asked about the children's adjustment, Allison indicated they
are all doing well in school and none of them have had Significantemotional
or behavioral problems. All are doing well socially.
When asked if she had any concerns about things going on in Chad's
life, Allison reported that prior to his marriage to Kim, there were a lot of
women in and out of his life. However, since beingwith her, he appears
to be more settled. Kim was described as "great," and she is the one
Allison arranges visitation with. The children enjoy going with their father
and, during visits, he makes more of an effort to do things with them.
However, he does have a demanding job and he still spends a lot of time at
work when they are there with him.
Allison indicated she has given consideration to Tylar's request to
live with his father, but she is unable to picture him livingaway from her or
his siblings. She felt Tylarwas happy livingwith her, but if he was miserable
inher home or not doing well in school, then that would be another
matter. Allison said she has no objection to the children spending more
time with their father, but because she has to pay for all of the
transportation, she has not been able to afford additional visits. Allison said
she has considered moving back to Utah, but she never felt like she fit in
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there, even though that is where her parents live. She also prefers living in
a small town and she would not want to start over again and it would be
difficult finding a job a good as the one she now has. Allison felt she should
retain custody because "I'm all they have ever had." She strongly believed
the children should stay together. She also believed the children are more
closely bonded to her.
Father: Chad Hanson was raised in the Salt Lake area. He is
adopted and the fourth of five children in a good family. Chad reported a
good relationship with his parents and a happy childhood. He denied
significant family dysfunction, but two of his siblings had a lot of medical
problems which created quite a bit of stress. As a child, Chad was
diagnosed with ADHD and, for a time, was on medication and in resource
classes. He reported inconsistent school performance, but overall, he
maintained a "C" average and he graduated from high school. When asked
for more details about mental health issues, Chad reported that after he
and Allison separated, he went through a period of depression and he
sought counseling and was briefly on medication. When age 17, Chad was
drinking quite a bit and he ended upina residential and day treatment
program for a period of nine months. He denied problems with alcohol
since that time. However, he received an alcohol related reckless driving
ticket when age 31. He denied any other trouble with the Jaw. After
leaving treatment, Chad continued to dabble in drugs including: marijuana,
cocaine, LSD and mushrooms. When he and Allison got together, they
used drugs together, but both stopped when they started their family.
Chad indicated he has not used drugs since 1995 and for the rest of my life
"I'll be . "• In recovery.
Chad met Allison when age .21 and, seven months later they were
married. At the time, Allison was pregnant and otherwise he would not
have married her as they communicated poorJyand were very different.
Chad described himself as being a high energy person and he enjoys being
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with people, whereas Allison tends to be more quiet. Chad started an
insulation business, which took a lot of time and he was putting more
energy into that than into the family which had a negative impact on their
relationship. There was never that much romance in their relationship and
Chad never felt that connected to Allison. They tried working on their
relationship but Allison was very dosed emotionally and "I eventually went
numb." Allison was unhappy that he smoked and used drugs and also that
he didn't pay enough attention to the family and "I can't argue with that."
They never argued much and, when there were problems, Allison didn't
want to discuss them and things were never resolved. There was quite a
bit of financial stress and conflict over money and they eventually had to file
bankruptcy. Chad admitted he had an affair that went on for a couple of
months, but Allison never knew about it until after their first separation.
After getting back together, things were not getting better and, in fact, they
were getting worse. Chad subsequently left and filed for divorce.
Chad gave Allison everything and they agreed on joint legal custody
with Allison having physical custody and Chad having standard visitation.
Because of Chad's job, it was difficult for him to exercise visitation, but
Allison was usually flexible and willing to work with his schedule. However,
there was periodic conflict over his parenting time as she was bitter about
the divorce. Things got a lot worse after he married his second wife,
Jennifer. During that time, the conflict between them intensified and she
began accusing him of not caring about the children. Chad believed that,
during that time, Allison was telling the children negative things about him
and they became overly cautious and appeared to be caught in the middle.
Chad had voluntarily agreed to pay Allison $2,200 a month in child support
and alimony, but he eventually realized he couldn't afford that much. She
agreed that alimony would be reduced from $1,000 to $400 per month, but
she later seemed quite angry about it and accused him of tricking her.
After the divorce, Allison stopped making house payments and she
continued to use his credit cards, contrary to the Court order. Her car
was repossessed and, thereafter, he took over her debts and she agreed to
pay him back, but never did.
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The fall of 2002, Allison gave Chad a letter stating her intention of
moving to Louisiana. Chad was really frustrated and he called an attorney,
but was told there was nothing he could do about it. Chad pled with
Allison not to move the children away from him. All of the children's
friends and extended family, including her parents were in the Salt Lake
area, but she refused to listen. Chad said he honestly believes Allison's
primary motivation in moving was to punish him and to separate him from
the children and, even though her relationship with her ex-husband, Ricky,
did not work out, she has refused to return to Utah. Chad has been very
disappointed with the current visitation schedule as he usually only has the
children for 28 days in the summer and every other Christmas, although
this past summer, he had them for two months.
•\
\
I',
I
Chad reported that Allison's life in Louisiana has not been stable.
Her relationship with her ex-husband did not work out and the children
did not like him and they complained of him hitting them and using corporal
punishment. Allison has continued to have a lot of financial problems. She
has moved the children four times and she had another vehicle repossessed
and they had t~ evacuate twice due to hurricanes and they have
consequently, missed over 15 days of school. Allison has been very
secretive about what is going on with the children and he is not informed
about things that are going on in their lives. He also complained about
Allison listening in on his calls with the children .
The summer of 2004, the children began making statements about
not wanting to return to Louisiana as they wanted to be with their old
friends and relatives in Utah. In spite of this, Chad told them they needed
to make the best of their situation. Chad visited the children in Louisiana,
Christmas of 2004 and, seeing their environment there, he became even
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more concern about their welfare. He learned they were living next to a
swamp where there are snakes and alligators. It also appeared as though
the children were not well supervised and the older children were allowed
to take the younger ones on four-wheelers. They were living in cramped
conditions and the children did not have much privacy. The summer of
2005 Tylar said he wanted to live with Chad. Chad tried to put Tyler off by
playing the devil's advocate, but he has continued to be very adamant about
living with him. Chad eventually told Tylar if that is what he really wanted,
he would support him, but he needed to talk to his mother about it. He
also had a family meeting and told the children they were old enough to
have an opinion and he would support them if they wanted to live with him.
When Tylar talked to Allison on the phone about wanting to live with his
father, she told him they would talk when he returned to Louisiana. Since
then, Tylar continues to want to live with Chad, but Allison is unwilling to
consider his feelings.
When asked about Allison's parenting, Chad said she has basically
been a good mother and she has taken care of the children's basic physical
needs. However, Allison has poor communication skills and she is not able
to discuss issues or problem solve with the children. She is not in tune
with their feelings and, consequently it seems as though they are not that
connected to her emotionally. When the children visit, they seem starved
for attention and it appears as though she does not do that much with
them. Allison tries hard with limits and discipline, but this is an area of
relative weakness, because if the children push limits enough, she tends to
give up. At times, she seems overly rigid and strict and she refuse to give
the children any explanation about rules and she is easily irritated by them.
She expects the children to address her "yes Mam" and her relationship
with them is more formal and matter-of-fact and lacking in warmth. Chad
complained of Allison being vindictive and putting the children in the
middle. She has been unsupportive of their relationship with Chad and
over the past three years, she has made it quite difficult for him to spend
time with them. The children appear fearful of their mother and, when
they talk to Chad on the phone, they seem very inhibited. It seems as
though they do not have their mother's permission to have a relationship
with Chad and he believed she would be completely happy if he was totally
out of their lives as long as she got child support.
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When asked about his own parenting, Chad saw himself as being a
good provider and he has always made sure the children's needs have been
met. He admitted that, in the past, he should have been more involved in
the children's lives and, at times, work did take priority. Never-the-less, he
has always been very concerned about the children's welfare and what was
going on in their lives. Over the years, Chad has become more and more
focused on the children and he has become more emotionally connected
with them than their mother and he takes the time to understand their
feelings. He has realized that time with the children is the most important
thing and he has spent a lot more quality time with them. Chad felt he
does well with limits and discipline and he has reasonable rules. When the
children are in his home, they receive a lot of structure. He stays calm
when dealing with misbehavior and he takes the time to explain things to
them. Chad saw himself as being much more supportive of the children's
relationship with the other parent.
After Chad and Allison separated, he lived with a friend for a period
of less than one year. He met his second wife, Jennifer, and they began
living together and were subsequently married March 2002. However,
things did not work out and they separated March 2003. They divorced
because of a serious communication problem and she called the police on
him, claiming that he had hit her and pulled a gun, which he said was totally
untrue. After separating, Chad lived with his parents. He met his current
wife, Kim, September 2003. They were engaged October 2004 and they
began living together. They were subsequently married July 2005.
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Kim, was raised in Maryland in a "strange and screwed up" family.
Her parents divorced when she was quite young and, thereafter she lived
with her father. He was a functional alcoholic and was in and out of
rehabilitation. When age four, she went to live with her aunt for a period
of two years. Her step-mother came into her life when she was six and
she reported a great relationship with her. She reported an okay
relationship with her father and, as an adult, she has only had limited
contact with him. Kim's childhood was mostly happy and she learned to
cope in spite of her family. She reported being a "good kid". Kim was a
good student and, since graduating from high school, she has attended one
year of college and she has been trained as a dental assistant. Kim denied
any history of psychiatric difficulties and she has never had a drinking
problem. She tried marijuana in high school, but otherwise, she has not
used drugs and she has never been in trouble with the law.
Kim married her first husband, David, when age 21. They were
together for three and one-half years, but subsequently divorced because
he was seeing ~omeone else. David has stayed involved in Brianna's life and
they now have an amicable relationship.
Chad and Kim are currently buying a five-bedroom house in South
Jordan, which they moved to in March 2005. Chad has been employed by
Hinckley Dodge for seven years and he is now the sales manager. His
hours are variable and he has a lot of flexibility and is able to take time off
when the children visit. He usually works from approximately 10:00 a.m, to
8:00 p.m. Monday, Tuesday, Friday and Saturday. He reported an income
of $130,000 to $140,000 per year. He is currently paying $1,700 per
month in child support, plus $400 in alimony. Kim is employed by Oral
Facial Surgical Art as a dental assistant. She began working there
September 2005 and her hours are Tuesday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday from 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. and Thursday and Friday from 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. She earns $14 per hour. She previously worked for a
temporary dental agency for a period of three years. Kim currently
receives $200 per month in child support.
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Chad and Kim report a good marriage. Kim has developed a very
good relationship with Chad's children and she is very supportive of him
obtaining custody. There have been some blending issues, but Chad's
relationship with Brianna is improving. They report a family oriented
lifestyle and they plan a lot of activities with the children and, when Brianna
is with her father, they go on dates. They visit extended family most every
week-end. Chad was raised in the LOS church and Kim is Episcopalian, but
they report minimal religious involvement. They reported only occasional
use of alcohol. Kim enjoys reading and Chad said his hobby is his work and
seeing his salesmen succeed.
Chad complained of Allison being obstructionistic and uncooperative
about his time with the children. Even when the children are in Utah,
Allison dictates the amount of time he sees them and he has to plan his
time around the time they spend with their maternal grandmother. Chad
has never gotten the children's school schedules and he was unable to get
their report cards until he got his attorney involved. When Chad paid for
the children's school pictures, Allison took what she wanted and he got
what was left over. Allison has refused to consider returning to Utah even
though he has offered to help herfinandally and her mother has offered to
allow her to stay in her basement. Chad said he does not want to take the
children from Allison and he felt very strongly that the best solution would
be for her to return to Utah where he and members of their extended
family would have considerably more time with them as well. Chad felt, if
Allison refuses to return to Utah, then the children should live with him as
he has just as much right to be involved in their lives as she does. Allison
does not have roots in Louisiana and she has not provided the children
with that much stability since moving there. Chad said he has more to
offer as he has remarried and he can provide the children with a two-
r
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parent home. He and Kim live in a great neighborhood and he can provide
more stability. He also felt the children would be better off with him as
they are more bonded to him and they have a healthier and more relaxed
relationship. Chad felt Allison is simply not thinking abut the children's best
interests and she is putting herself first. Chad said if he is able to obtain
custody, he would never put the children in the middle as she has done.
Children (To Be Kept Strictly Confidential From Parents)
The children were first interviewed at their mother's home on 11-5-
05.
Tylar felt okay about his parents being divorced. He indicated that
living with his mother has been good, but he only sees his father during the
summer and at Christmas. Tylarwished he could see his father a litcle
more often. He thought his mother felt good about him seeing his father.
Tylar reported a good relationship with both parents and he
indicated he gets along with them equally well. The best thing about his
mother, was she does fun things with him and, the best thing about his
father, was "he likes to play with us too." Tylar could not think of anything·
he disliked about either parent.
Tylar felt positive about his father being married to Kim. He likes
Kim and, the best thing about her, was that she is really nice and fun and he
could not think of anything he did not like about her. He perceived his
father and Kim to have a good relationship. During visits, his father and
Kim share equally in taking care of the children. When asked what it had
been like when his mother was married to Ricky, Tylar said it was okay but
it did not bother him that they had broken up.
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In comparing his parents, Tylar reported his parents have been
equally likely to play and do fun things with him. When he is with his
mother, she helps him with his homework every day and, when he is with
his father, they read for a half hour daily. His parents are equally likely to
praise him and to give him hugs and kisses and, one is not more likely than
the other to get angry or yell. If Tylar had a problem, he would feel
comfortable discussing it with either parent and, if ill, he would be happy
with either taking care of him. Tylar feels as happy when with one parent
as the other. He was not sure who he felt closer to.
Tylar denied hearing either parent say negative things about the
other.
Tylar reported he has told his father he wants to live with him and
he still feels that way. He has wanted to live with his father for the past
year and, if he gets to live with him, he would be able to see all of his
extended family more. Tylar thought his mother has been a little upset
with him for wanting to move back to Utah, but she has not been
pressuring him or giving him reasons he should stay with her. He denied
that his father had ever pressured him or given him reasons why he
thought he should live with him, Tylar indicated that, if his mother moves
back to Utah, he would still want to live with his father, but he was not able
to explain why he felt that way.
Skylar felt okay about her parents being divorced and she said that
living with her mother has been fun. She likes to see her father and she
wished she could see him more often. Skylar believed her mother felt okay
about her spending time with her father.
Skylar reported a good relationship with her parents and she
indicated she gets along with them equally well. The best thing about her
mother, was she is nice and she "does a lot of stuff for us." The best thing
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about her father, was he is always nice and at his home, they always have
fun and don't get bored. Skylar could not think of anything she disliked
about either parent.
Skylar felt fine about her father being married to Kim. The best
thing about her, was she is funny and there is nothing she dislikes about
her. She perceived her father and Kim to have a good relationship. She
reported that Kim takes care of the children a little more than her father
during visits.
When asked how she felt about her mother moving back to
Louisiana, Skylar said she was okay with it, but she likes it better in Utah as
she has more family there. Skylar said she liked Ricky and she was not sure
why her mother had broken up with him.
In comparing her parents, Skylar reported her father has been more
likely to play and spend time doing things with her. She saw her parents as
equally likely to praise her and to give her hugs and kisses. On the other
hand, her mother is more likely to get angry or yell. lf Skylar had a
problem, she would prefer to discuss it with her mother and, if ill, she
would want her to take care of her. She reported feeling as happy when
with one parent as the other, but she feels closer to her mother.
Skylar indicated her parents do not say bad things about each other.
Skylar said, if it were up t.o her, she would rather live in Utah, but
she hasn't thought about living with her father. If her mother were to
return to Utah, she would rather live with her.
MacKenzie, when asked how she felt about her parents being
divorced,indicated it is hard being so far away from her father. She likes
living with her mother, but she wishes she could see her father more often.
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MacKenzie reported a good relationship with both parents and she
indicated she gets along with them equally well. The best thing about her
mother, was she helps her and, the best thing about her father, was he
takes her on activities. She could not think of anything she disliked about
either parent.
MacKenzie felt okay about her father being married to Kim. The
best thing about her, was she is funny and there is nothing she dislikes
about her. She perceived her father and Kim to have a good relationship.
When asked about her mother moving to Louisiana, MacKenzie said it was
a big change for her, but she feels as happy there as she did in Utah. When
her mother lived with Ricky, it was okay and he was nice to the children.
In comparing her parents, MacKenzie reported her father has been
more likely to play and spend more time with her. Her mother is more
likely to praise her, but also more likely to get angry and yell. She saw her
parents as being equally likely to give her hugs and kisses. If MacKenzie had
a problem, she would prefer discussing it with her father. but if ill, she
would want her mother to take care of her. She reported feeling happier
when she spends time with her father, but she feels equally close to her
parents.
MacKenzie indicated her parents do not say negative things about
each other.
MacKenzie reported if it were up to her, she would rather live with
her father "cuz we hardly get to spend time with him." However, if her
mother were to move back to Utah, she would rather live with her.
Brenna, when asked how she felt about her parents being divorced,
indicated she does not like her parents fighting and she wished they would
get back together. At.this point, Brenna stated she wants to spend five
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months at a time with each parent and they way it has been, "it's not fair."
Brenna indicated she likes living with her mother and she also likes
to see her father and she wished she could see him as much as she sees her
mother. Brenna reported a good relationship with both parents and she
gets along with them equally well. The best thing about her mother, was
. .
she is nice and kind and the best thing about her father, was he is fun and
he takes her to the park a lot. When asked if there was anything she
disliked about her parents, Brenna talked about her mother grounding her
and she said her father "fusses." She went on to explain by saying he gets a
little upset and mean.
Brenna was positive about her father being married to Kim. When
she visits, they watch "R" rated movies but her mother doesn't allow that.
Brenna indicated she likes Kim and, the best thing about her, was that she is
fun and kind and there is nothing she dislikes about her. She perceived her
father and Kim to have a good relationship.
When asked how she felt about moving to Louisiana, Brenna
indicated she likes it more in Utah. She has more fun there and she likes
the snow and there are more things to do. Brenna indicated she did not
like Ricky and she described him as mean and "he wouldn't let us play."
In comparing her parents, Brenna indicated her father has been
more willing to play and spend time with her and her mother doesn't have
the time to play. However, she went on to indicate her mother gets home
at 4:00 p.rn., whereas her father doesn't get home until 8:00 p.m. Brenna
said her parents are equally likely to praise her, but she wasn't sure who
gave her more hugs and kisses. She saw her mother as being more likely to
get angry or yell and "she gets mad easy," and she "makes me cry." If
Brenna had a problem, she would feel comfortable discussing it with either
parent. However, if she cries, her mother tells her to stop, whereas her
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father just listens. At this point, she stated she doesn't want to be away
from her father and she became quite tearful. Brenna indicated she feels
happier when she spends time with her father, but she feels equally close to
her parents.
Brenna indicated her mother sometimes says negative things about
her father, but he never says anything negative about her mother. She
talked about her mother getting angry at her father and she hangs up on
him when the children try to talk to him.
Brenna indicated, jf it were up to her, she would rather see her
father more, rather than live with him.
The children were next interviewed at their father's home on 12-24-
05.
Skylar was excited to be at her father's for Christmas and. being
with him is about as good as being with her mother. She sees her father
for two months in the summer and at Christmas and she talks to him on
the phone about once every two weeks. Skylar felt she saw her father
often enough. However, she feels happier when she spends time with him.
On the other hand, she has a better relationship with her mother and she
feels closer to her.
When questioned about the types of things her parents do with her,
Skylar indicated when she is with her father, they hang out and go on
activities to places like Lagoon. When she is with her mother, they go to
the movies, but she is always working and "so we don't really have time to
do things." In comparison, her father spends more time doing fun things
with the children, but she was not sure which parent had more fun
spending time with her. Skylar indicated if she had a problem, her parents
would be equally likely to stop what they were doing to help her. She
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reported that, at her father's, Kim takes care of her more than him.
Skylar saw her mother as being a stricter parent, but neither
parent's rules are that hard. Her parents give her an equal amount of
chores. In comparison, she felt it would be easier to talk her father out of
a "no." Skylar saw her mother as being more concerned about school
performance and staying away from negative peers. Her parents are
equally concerned about her not swearing, but she was not sure who was
more concerned about her not using drugs or alcohol.
When asked about discipline, Skylar indicated, if she does something
wrong, her mother grounds her, but she was not sure what her father
would do as he has not punished her for a long time. In the past, both
parents spanked her, but neither has ever hit her or called her names.
Skylar thought her mother felt okay about her spending time with
her father and she never hears her say anything negative about him.
Ukewise, her father and Kim never say anything negative about her mother.
Skylar sometimes feels sad about living in Louisiana and she would
rather return to Utah. She perceived her mother moved to Louisiana
because she likes living in smaller towns and it has never felt like she moved
there to keep the children from their father. Skylar would rather live with
her mother, but things would be even better if she moved back to Utah.
MacKenzie was happy to be at her father's home. Everything is good
at his house and she would like to see him more often. She reported
feeling as happy in one home as the other and she gets along with her
parents equally well. MacKenzie reported she feels equally close to her
parents.
When asked about the types of things her parents do with her,
MacKenzie indicated, when she is with her father, they play hide and seek
and board games and they play with the dog. When she is with her
mother, they sometimes go to the movies. When asked if there was
anything else they do together, she said "no." In comparison, her father is
more willing to do fun things with her and he has more fun spending time
with the children. On the other hand, MacKenzie felt her mother would be
more likely to stop what she was doing if she needed help with a problem.
MacKenzie reported that, at her father's, Kim spends more time taking care
of her as her father is usually at work.
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Mackenzie saw her mother as being the stricter parent and, in
comparison, it would be easier to talk her father out of a "no." Her
mother has harder rules, but her parents give her an equal amount of
chores. MacKenzie saw her parents as being equally concerned about
school performance, staying away from negative peers, not swearing and
not using drugs or alcohol.
When asked about discipline. MacKenzie indicated if she does
something wrong. her mother grounds her and her father puts her in time-
out. Neither parent has spanked her and neither hits or calls her names.
MacKenzie was not sure how her mother felt about visits. She talks .
with her father quite often on the phone. She thought her mother felt
okay about phone calls and she never listens in.
MacKenzie said she likes Utah more than Louisiana and she would
rather live where it snows. She would rather live in Utah, but she doesn't
tell her mother how she feels. She went on to state she would rather live
with her father, and when asked why, she reported he does more things
with the children.
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MacKenzie reported she sometimes over hears her mother talking
negatively about her father on the phone. On the other hand, she has
never heard her father or Kim say anything bad about her mother.
Tylar reported things were going well in his life. He was happy
about coming to see his father and he likes it more at his house. He
reported feeling happier when he gets to spend time with his father and he
feels closer to him, although he indicated he gets along with his parents
equally well.
When asked abut the types of things his parents do with him, Tylar
reported, when he is with his father, they go to the park and to Lagoon and
they play together at home. When he is with his mother, she takes him to
the skate park. In comparison, his father, is more willing to do fun things
with him, but he was not sure which parent had more fun spending time
with the children. In comparison, he felt his parents would be equally
willing to stop what they were doing to help him with a problem. When
Tylar visits his father, he and Kim share equally in taking care of him.
Tylar reported his parents are equally strict and it would not be any
easier to talk one or the other out of a "no." His parents have equally hard
rules and one does not give him more chores than the other. Tylar saw his
parents as being equally concerned about school performance, staying away
from negative peers, not swearing and not using drugs or alcohol.
When asked about discipline, Tylar reported if he does something
wrong, both parents send him to his room. Neither parent hits, spanks or
calls him names.
Tylar reported he likes Utah better than Louisiana as all of his
friends and family live here. Tylar reported he would rather live with his
father, even if his mother lived in Utah too as he and his father have more
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fun together.
Tylar reported his parents do not say negative things about each
other. He thought it was okay with his mother for him to spend time with
his father.
Brenna indicated she was happy being at her father's, but she likes
her parent's homes the same. She was not sure if she felt happier in one
place or the other, but she indicated she gets along better with her father.
On the other hand, she feels equally close to her parents.
When asked what her parents do with her, Brenna indicated when
she is with her father, they play games, watch television and play with the
dog. When Brenna is with her mother "she doesn't have time to play," and
she was unable to identify things they have done together. In comparison,
her father is more willing to spend time with her, but she was not sure
who had more fun spending time with the children. Brenna felt her parents
would be equally likely to stop what they were doing if she needed help
with a problem.
Brenna saw her mother as being the stricter parent and she has
harder rules and gives her more chores. Brenna did not feel she could talk
either out ·of a "no." Brenna saw her mother as being more concerned
about school performance, but her parents .are equally concerned about
her staying away from negative peers and not swearing.
When asked about discipline, Brenna indicated, if she does
something wrong, her mother grounds her and her father puts her in time-
out. Sometimes her mother spanks .. She also slaps and swears at her, but
her father doesn't.
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Bierma indicated she likes Utah more than Louisiana as it is not as
hot here. She was unsure though, if she would rather live with one parent
or the other.
Brenna reported her mother does not say bad things about her
father. However, she gets angry and hangs up on him. On the other hand,
her father never says anything negative about her mother. When asked
how her mother felt about visits, Brenna indicated she feels sad. She
thought her mother felt okay about her talking to her father on the phone.
During the home visit, Brianna was also interviewed. When asked
what it was like in her family, Brianna indicated it is really good. She and
her mother have a really good relationship. She was happy about her being
married to Chad. He is more like a friend than a father and she has a good
relationship with him. The best thing about her mother, was she is really
caring and, the best thing about Chad, is that he is fun. Brianna could not
think of anything she disliked about her mother or step-father. Brianna
perceived her mother and Chad to have a really good relationship.
Brianna reported that she has a really good relationship with Chad's
children and she never had any problems getting along with them. If it
were up to Brianna, she would be happy to have them live in her home.
She also felt her mother wanted them to live there.
B. Home Visits and Other Observations
The children were observed with their mother at her home on I I-
S-OS. They were later observed with their father and step-mother at their
home on 12-24-05. In both cases, the children were noted to relate well
to their parents as well as to their step-mother. No appreciatable
difference was noted in the quality of the parent/child relationship.
11-3-05
11-1-05
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C. Psychological Testing
None
D. Collateral Contacts
Letters were received on Allison's behalf from the following
individuals and are attached:
I. Letter to Kim Peterson from Gail A Gaudet
II. Letter to Whom it May Concern from Sheri Legoria
III. Letter to Kim Peterson from Jada Begmaud
IV. Letter to Kim Peterson from James Griffith
V. Letter to Whom it May Concern from Vickie Childress
VI. Letter to Whom it May Concern from Susan and Dale
VanMaastricht
VII. Letter to Whom it May Concern from Stacy Ball
11-1-05
1-4-05
11-3-05
11-2-05
10-4-05
Telephone interviews were conducted with the following individuals
on Chad's behalf:
Mat Hennefer, friend of Chad's, described him as being a great
person, responsible and a hard worker. During Chad's childhood, he was
pretty wild, but he has learned from it and he is much more stable as an
adult. Chad gets along with others and he doesn't have problems with
anger and he handles frustrations well. In the past, Chad has had problems
with substance abuse, but he hasn't used drugs for eight years, but he had a
DUI approximately five years ago. Never-the-less, it does not appear as
though he has had problems with alcohol now for a considerable amount of
time.
Chad was felt to be a really good parent and, at one time, Mat lived
with Chad and Allison and, during that time, Chad was really involved in the
--- ----- ----
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children's care. Chad has always been a responsible parent and he takes
good care of his children. He was felt to be an attentive father and he has
spent a lot of time playing with the children and doing things with them,
especially on week-ends. Family is very important to Chad and he takes the
time to work with the children if they are having problems. Chad has good
disciplinary skills. He is good at setting limits and he is able to be firm.
There has never been any indication of abusive behavior. The children
respond well to their father and they have had a close relationship with
him. The children seem to really enjoy spending time with their father and
they communicate openly with him .
. Kim was felt to be emotionally stable. Chad is really happy being
with her and they have a good marriage. Kim is very accepting of Chad's
children and she takes an active role in parenting them. Kim is firm with
the children and she demands respect. The children have a good
relationship with their step-mother. They mind her well, but they are also
able to joke and tease with her.
Mat reported he also likes Allison a great deal and she always
seemed to bea nice person. At times, she was a little depressed, but she
never seemed to have significant emotional difficulties. She has been in a
power struggle with Chad since the time of their divorce and it appears as
though she moved to get away from Chad. Chad has offered to help her
financially jf she would move back. but it appears as though she does not
want to be controlled. During the marriage, she always seemed to be an
okay parent, although she had a hard time dealing with the children if they
acted out and she would yell and scream at them.
lodi Sadler, Chad's neighbor, described him as being a hard worker
and very responsible. Chad is a good neighbor and he keeps his house and
yard up. He was felt to be very stable emotionally and he gets along well
with others. There has been no indication of problems with anger or abuse
of substances. He and Kim appear to have a good marriage. Chad has
been a wonderful father. He shows a lot of concern for his children's
welfare and, if they have been at Jodi's house, he calls to checkup on them.
Chad is attentive and he spends a lot of time doing fun things with the
children and there have been a lot of family activities. Chad does well with
limits and discipline and the children are expected to do chores before they
play. He is always on top of their behavior and he teaches them to be
responsible. The children are very polite and well mannered and they have
had a close relationship with their father.
Kim is a good person and she is going to school and working and
trying to better herself. She was felt to be emotionally stable. She gets
along well with neighbors and she is very outgoing. There has never been
any indication of substance abuse. Kim was felt to be a very good mother
and she has taught her daughter to be independent. Kim has been very
involved in helping to take care of Chad's children, although he is good
about doing his part and he is not overly reliant on her. Kim has been very
accepting of Chad's children. The children speak positively of her and they
enjoy being around her.
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James Hincldey, Chad's employer, reported that in years past, Chad
had his problems and his personal life was a bit scattered when he was
having maritaldifficulties and going through his divorce. However, his
problems did not significantly interfere with his work life. It appears as
though he has worked through his difficulties and, overall he has been
stable. Chad has never had problems with anger and there is no indication
of substance abuse. Chad has been a very good employee and,
consequently he has been promoted to the Sales Manager position. He is
responsible and he gets along well with the customers and other
employees.
Jim stated he has seen Chad with his children on numerous
occasions and he appears to do very well as a parent. He and the children
interact positively with each other and he is very focused on them when
they come to visit. Chad seems to really care about his children and he
always looks forward to the times when they can be_together. During visits,
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there are Jots of activities and family outings.
Diane Lee. a friend of Chad's, described him as being a great person
and he treats Kim very well. Chad is a hard worker and a good provider.
He appears to be very emotionally stable and there is no indication of
problems with anger and his demeanor is laid back and there has been no
indication of substance abuse. Chad is very family oriented and he has been
a good parent. He is very patient and he doesn't get stressed out with the
responsibilities of parenting and he seems very happy when the children are
with him. He makes sure the children are well cared for and he is very
attentive and there are a lot of family activities. Chad does well with limits
and discipline and he and Kim have the same rules and they back each other
up. Chad has been very accepting of Kim's daughter and he has been very
involved in parenting her. Chad's children always appear happy when they
visit and they show their father respect and they have a good relationship.
Kim has been in bad relationships in the past, but she has always
been emotionally stable and responsible. Kim is a good parent and she
takes an active role with Chad's children. She has been very accepting of
them and they have developed a great relationship with her. Chad jumps in
does his part though and he has not been reliant on her and, when he is
not at work he is '00% involved in parenting.
Dennis Hanson, Chad's father, stated he felt badly about Allison
taking the children to Louisiana and they need both parents. Following the
separation, AJlison lived with Dennis and his wife until she decided to go
back to Louisiana to be with her ex-husband and, even though they are no
longer together, she does not want to return to Utah. However, Allison's
parents would like her to come back too.
Chad has been an excellent father and he really cares about his
children. Chad is loving and affectionate and he and the children have a
close relationship. In the past, Chad could have been more involved in
parenting the children as he worked long hours, but he has always been a
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good provider. Chad was described as very attentive and focused on his
children and he takes them on a lot of activities. Dennis has never seen
Chad be harsh with the children when he disciplines them. If there is a
problem, he stays calm and he uses time out.
As a child, Chad had ADHD and behavior problems and he was in
counseling. Chad, however, has overcome his past and he has really settled
down and he has become a very loving son. He is now very emotionally
stable and his boss told Dennis that Chad is the greatest thing that ever
happened to HinckJey Dodge. There has been no indication of substance
abuse since the time that Chad was a teenager.
Kim has really fit in with their tight knit family. She was felt to be
emotionally stable and she and Chad have a good marriage. Kim and Chad
have done a good job of blending their families and they work together as a
team. The children have developed a good relationship with Kim and,
likewise, her daughter has developed a good relationship with Chad. Kim is
a very good parent and she is a "nine" on a scale from one to ten. She has
been very accepting of Chad's children and they accept her and show her
respect.
In the past, Allison appeared stable, although she did spend too
much money and, after she moved, creditors were calling the house looking
for her. When Allison moved, she stated she was going to put her life first.
It was uncertain why she had not returned to Utah, although at times it
seems she is trying to get back at Chad. Allison has been a pretty good
mother, but since moving to Louisiana, it appears as though the children are
on their own a lot when she is at work. The children have been less happy
since they moved to Louisiana and, when they visit, they say they do not
want to go back.
Joanne Wood, Allison's mother and a reference of Chad's, stated
that the children are not old enough to be separated from their mother.
Allison has been an excellent parent and she was described as being very
caring and she thinks of the children's. best interest and she has concern for
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their welfare. Allison meets the children's basic needs and she gives them
attention and she helps them with their school work. At one time, she was
Tylar's Scout leader. Allison is good about giving the children attention and
doing things with them. She also does well with discipline and, for the most
part, Allison sticks to the rules, although at times she can be indulgent. The
children were felt to have a close relationship with their mother. Allison
was felt to be emotionally stable, although at times she has had problems
with her self image. There has been no indication of substance abuse.
Chad was described as immature and unstable and he has been a
wheeler/dealer. During the marriage, he had no concept about how to deal
with money and he did some bizarre things, For example, Joanne
discovered he was growing marijuana in their basement and he always had
to have one of his friends livingwith them. He had a business that he ran
into the ground and he smoke and drank. Joanne never saw any indication
of Chad physically abusing Allison, but he was mentally abusive. Chad got
along with the children and he helped quite a bit with the twins following
their birth, but the with theother two, he seemed less involved in
parenting. Chad could have been more attentive, but since the divorce, he
has spent more time doing things with the children. Chad left discipline
mostly to Allison. The children have had a good relationship with their
father and they are excited to see him.
Joanne did not have any major concerns about the children's
adjustment since moving to Louisiana. They are always sad when they have
to leave, but once they return home, they appear to be doing fine. If it
were up to joanne, she would like to see Allison move closer. She was
unsure though what would be best for the children as they seem to be
doing well in school and they have friends in Louisiana and a decent place
to live "yet I would like to see them closer." When Joanne has asked
Allison why she doesn't want to return to Utah, she states that she doesn't
feel comfortable in Utah. She also has a good job and she doesn't want to
start over.
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E. Documents and Other Material Reviewed
Additional written information was reviewed and is attached
including:
I. Letter to Jared Coleman from Kirk Read, LCSW 7-11-05
II. Letter to Alison from Chad 2-13-00
III. Tooele Police Arrest Report Case Number 03-02931
IV. Tooele Police Call for Service Case Number 03-02951
V. Tooele Police Call for Service Case Number 03-02962
VI. Tooele Police Call for Service Case Number 03-03057
VII. Tooele Police Call for Service Case Number 03-03557
VIII. Correspondence between parents
IX. Notes of Allison
X Concerns of Chad
The following legal documents were reviewed:
I. Recommendation and Order Re: Temporary Orders
and Approval of Custody Evaluator
Supplemental Affidavit of Petitioner in Support of
Motion for Temporary Orders
Respondent's Affidavit and Opposition to
Petitioner's Order to Show Cause
Financial Declaration (Chad)
Order to Show Cause
Undated
Undated
7-16-03
Undated
II.
9-19-05
III.
IV.
V.
Kim D. Peterson, M.S.W.
Licensed Clinical Social Worker.
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hdijm [bdg\m]i m]nd\] di ob] PoXo]j_ JjpdndXiX-
9- Mi jm XYjpo Hpgu13) 2004) O]nkji\]io _dg]\X N]ododji oj Kj\d_u
B][m]] j_ Bdrjm[] sb]m]di nb] m]lp]no]\ obXoN]ododji]m&n[bdg\ npkkjmoY]
di[m]Xn]\ Xi\ obXonb] Y] XsXm\]\ osj '2( j_ ob] [bdg\m]i Xn \]k]i\Xion _jm
di[jh] oXt kpmkjn]n-
:- Mi jm XYjpo P]ko]hY]m 2)2004) N]ododji]m_dg]\X S]md_d]\>ins]m oj
N]ododji oj Kj\d_u B][m]] j_ Bdrjm[] Xi\ Ajpio]m[gXdh sb]m]di b] \]id]\
O]nkji\]io&n N]ododji oj Kj\d_u Xi\ m]lp]no]\ [pnoj\u j_ ob] hdijm [bdg\m]i-
10- Qb] _jpmhdijm [bdg\m]i Xm]ijs Xa]n 14)14) 12) Xi\ 10-
11- Qb] N]ododji]mbXn [jiodipXggu gdr]\ di RoXbndi[] ob] ]iomu j_ ob]
B][m]]- N]ododji]mXi\ bdn[pmm]iosd_]) Idh FXinji) gdr]\ oja]ob]m _jmnjh]
hjiobn kmdjmoj ob]dmhXmmdXa]- N]ododji]mXi\ bdnsd_] bXr] X i]sYjmi YXYu
4sbd[b dnX no]kYmjob]moj ob] [bdg\m]i dirjgr]\ di obdn[Xn]- N]ododji]mXi\ bdn
sd_] Xm]kpm[bXndia X _dr] Y]\mjjh bjh] di Pjpob Hjm\Xi- N]ododji]mXi\ bdn
sd_] bXr] Xosj,kXm]io bjpn]bjg\-
12- N]ododji]mbXn sjmf]\ XoFdi[fg]u Bj\a] ndi[] ob] \drjm[]- Fdn
hjiobgu amjnn di[jh] dnXkkmjtdhXo]gu"10)522-00- N]ododji]m&n[pmm]io[bdg\
npkkjmo jYgdaXodjidn"1)709-10 k]m hjiob-
13- O]nkji\]io bXn sjmf]\ _jmA>OC) Gi[-) ndi[] nb] hjr]\ oj
JjpdndXiX Xi\ dnnompaagdia_diXi[dXggu\]nkdo] a]oodia X npYnoXiodXgmXdn]di 2006-
F]m hjiobgu amjnn di[jh] dnXkkmjtdhXo]gu "2)742-62 YXn]\ pkji ob]
O]nkji\]io&n 2006 T,2 npYhdoo]\ oj ob] Ajpmo-
14- O]nkji\]io jk]igu X[fijsg]\a] pi\]m jXob oj ob] AjpmoobXonb]
bXn \]kmdr]\ N]ododji]mj_ bdnrdndoXodjimdabonXi\ nb] noXmo]\]iudia N]ododji]m
bdnrdndoXodjisb]i di b]mhdi\ N]ododji]mY][Xh] pim]XnjiXYg]- Dpmob]m)
O]nkji\]io X\hdoo]\ pi\]m jXob obXonb] bXn ijo adr]i N]ododji]mob] rdndoXodji
mdabon]o _jmobdi ob]dmB][m]] Xi\ nb] bXn ijo amXio]\ bdh rdndoXodjimdabon
X[[jm\dia oj ob] noXopojmuhdidhph _jmjpo,j_,noXo] rdndoXodjikpmnpXiooj ·I;@
eE<= aDD0 c 30,3,37-
15-Qb] Abdg\Apnoj\u CrXgpXodji ijo]n obXoO]nkji\]io bXn Y]]i
njh]sbXo jYnmp[odjidnod[XYjpo N]ododji]mrdndodiasdobbdn[bdg\m]i- O]nkji\]io
bXn hX\] do\d__d[pgo_jmN]ododji]moj bXr] bdnrdndoXodji-Nmdjmoj g]Xrdia oj
JjpdndXiX) O]nkji\]io ojjf ob] fd\n oj b]mkXm]ion&bjpn]- N]ododji]momd]\oj
rdndob] [bdg\m]i Xi\ O]nkji\]io m]_pn]\- N]ododji]m[Xgg]\ ob] kjgd[] oj Xnndno
bdh di n]]dia bdn[bdg\m]i- O]nkji\]io ojg\ ob] kjgd[] j__d[]mobXoN]ododji]mbX\
Xgm]X\ubX\ bdn29 \Xun Xi\ sXn ijo ]iodog]\ oj Xiu hjm] odh]- Qb] j__d[]mob]i
\][gdi]\ oj Xnndno-Qb] jigu rdndoXodjiO]nkji\]io [pmm]ioguXggjsn N]ododji]mdn
]r]mu job]m AbmdnohXnXi\ kXmoj_ ob] nphh]m Ym]Xf-
16- O]nkji\]io X\hdon nb] bXnm]_pn]\ oj kXu ob] omXr]g[jnon m]lpdm]\
j_ b]m di ob] B][m]] oj k]mhdoN]ododji]moj bXr] bdnrdndoXodji.kXm]io dh]-
O]nkji\]io&n m]_pnXg._Xdgpm]oj [jhkgu sdobob] B][m]]) sbd[b nk][d_d[Xggu
jm\]m]\ O]nkji\]io oj Xnnph] Xgg[jnon j_ jpo,j_,noXo] rdndon)bXn j[[pmm]\ ji
hjm] obXi ji] j[[Xndji-
17- >o g]Xn] ji] j_ ob] [bdg\m]i m]kjmo]\ O]nkji\]io bXiadia pk ji
N]ododji]msb]i ob] [bdg\m]i Xoo]hko]\ oj oXgfoj bdh-
19- Nmdjmoj b]mhjr] oj JjpdndXiX di 2002) ji ji] j[[Xndji) ob]
O]nkji\]io \mjkk]\ ob] hdijm [bdg\m]i j__XoX kXmfdia gjomXob]mobXi Xoob]
N]ododji]m&nbjh]-
1:- O]nkji\]io hXf]n ob] [bdg\m]i _]]g apdgouXYjpo rdndodiaN]ododji]m-
Qb] [bdg\m]i bXr] m]kjmo]\ obXoob] O]nkji\]io !_]]gn nX\! XYjpo ob]h 'ob]
[bdg\m]i( rdndodiaob] N]ododji]m-
20- O]nkji\]io bXn ]Xr]n\mjkk]\ di ji [jir]mnXodjin Xi\ o]g]kbji]
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[XggnY]os]]i ob] k]ododji]mXi\ ob] [bdg\m]i-
21- Tb]i N]ododji]mbXn rdndoXodjisdobob] [bdg\m]i di RoXb)ob]
22- O]nkji\]io _m]lp]iogu [Xggnjm n]i\n o]to h]nnXa]n oj ob] hdijm
[bdg\m]i) di[gp\dia \pmdia ob] k]mdj\n j_ sbXo Xm]oj Y] pidio]mmpko]\ rdndoXodji-
Gi X\\dodji) njh]odh]n Xn X [ji\dodji j_ Xggjsdia N]ododji]moj bXr] rdndoXodjidi
ob] _dmnokgX[]) O]nkji\]io bXn m]lpdm]\ b]m kXm]ion 'amXi\kXm]ion( oj a]o
rdndoXodjisdobob] [bdg\m]i kmdjmoj N]ododji]ma]oodia oj ]t]m[dn] bdnrdndoXodjisdob
ob] [bdg\m]i-
23- N]ododji]mbXn ijo \]id]\ jmXoo]hko]\ oj gdhdob]n] [XggnXi\
h]nnXa]n Yu O]nkji\]io jm b]mkXm]ion&rdndoXodji)sbd[b \]hjinomXo]n obXob]
bXn ijo Xi\ sjpg\ ijo bXhk]m O]nkji\]io&n [jioX[o sdobob] [bdg\m]i-
24- Qb] Ajpmo_di\n ob] [ji\p[o Yu O]nkji\]io bXnX__][o]\ ob]
m]gXodjinbdkY]os]]i ob] k]ododji]mXi\ ob] [bdg\m]i-
25- Lji] j_ ob] [bdg\m]i m]kjmoN]ododji]mnXudia Xiuobdia i]aXodr]
XYjpo O]nkji\]io-
26- CX[b Xi\ ]r]mu ji] j_ ob] _jpm[bdg\m]i ]tkm]nn]\ X \]ndm] oj gdr] di
RoXbXi\ sXio oj nk]i\ hjm] odh] sdobob] N]ododji]mXi\ sdobYjob ]to]i\]\
_Xhdgd]nsbd[b Xm]di RoXb-
27-Qb] [bdg\m]i i]]\ h]Xidia_pg m]gXodjinbdknsdobYjob ]to]i\]\ _Xhdgd]n
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obXoBAJ= di RoXb- Qbdndi[gp\]n amXi\kXm]ion ji Yjob nd\]n Xi\ Xpion Xi\
pi[g]n ji N]ododji]m&nnd\]- N]ododji]m&n]iodm] ]to]i\]\ _Xhdgua]on oja]ob]m ji X
hjiobgu YXndn_jm\dii]m Xi\ oj nk]i\ odh] oja]ob]m- Qb] m]gXodjinbdkn j_ ob]
[bdg\m]i oj ob] ]to]i\]\ _Xhdgu)di[gp\dia ob] N]ododji]m) @EK=J=G- Xm] Y]dia
bXhk]m]\ \p] oj ob] [bdg\m]i m]nd\dia di JjpdndXiX-
29- ?][Xpn] ob] O]nkji\]io dnXosjmf) ob] [bdg\m]i Xm] pinpk]mrdn]\
=J=GL \Xu _mjh ob] odh] ob]u a]o jpo j_ n[bjjg piodgO]nkji\]io a]on bjh] _mjh
sjmf- Qb] k]mdj\ j_ pinpk]mrdn]\ odh] ;J=G;?=H Xog]Xno2-5 bjpmn \Xdgu-
2:- Qb] N]ododji]m&nsd_] dnXobjh] Xi\ nb] dnXrXdgXYg]oj Y] sdob ob]
[bdg\m]i X_o]mob]u m]opmibjh] _mjh n[bjjg- Qb] [bdg\m]i Xi\ N]ododji]m&nsd_]
@;J= X [gjn] Xi\ sXmh m]gXodjinbdk- Kmn- FXinji X[odr]gu ADJEBJ=< N]ododji]m&n
[bdg\m]i di ob] kgXiidia Xi\ kXmod[dkXodjij_ b]m s]\\dia oj ob] [bdg\m]i&n _Xob]m-
Kn- FXinji [g]Xmgu[Xm]n _jmXi\ BEJ=H ob] [bdg\m]i Xi\ sdggY] _pgguADJEBJ=< di
ob]dmgdr]n Xi\ X[odrdod]n- Km-N]o]mnji) ob] [pnoj\u ]rXgpXojm) _jpi\ obXoKn-
FXinji Xgnj bXn ajj\ kXm]iodia nfdggnXi\ dnipmopmdiaXi\ Xoo]iodr] Xi\ obXo
O]nkji\]io b]mn]g_ di\d[Xo]\ obXopiodgm][]iogu) nb] ]ieju]\ X kjndodr]
m]gXodjinbdk sdob Kmn- FXinji- Km-N]o]mnji di\d[Xo]n ob] [bdg\m]i bXr]
\]r]gjk]\ X ajj\ m]gXodjinbdk sdob Kmn- FXinji-
30- Qb] N]ododji]m Xi\ bdnsd_] @;J= X YXYu Yju sbj sXn Yjmi di
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B][]hY]m) 2006- QbdnYXYuYju dnob] [bdg\m]i&nbXg_,Ymjob]m-G_ob] [bdg\m]i
m]hXdi di JjpdndXiX ob]u sdggY] piXYg] oj \]r]gjk Xn h]Xidia_pg X m]gXodjinbdk
sdobob]dmbXg_,Ymjob]mXn ob]u sjpg\ d_ob]u gdr]\ di RoXbXi\ bX\ [jioX[o sdobbdh
ji X m]apgXmYXndn-
31- Km-Idh N]o]mnji) K-P-T-) sXn Xkkjdio]\ Xn ob] [pnoj\u ]rXgpXojm
di obdn[Xn]- ?job kXmod]nodkpgXo]\oj Km-N]o]mnji [ji\p[odia ob] ]rXgpXodji-
Km-N]o]mnji [ji\p[o]\ ob] ]rXgpXodji jr]m X k]mdj\ j_ X u]Xm)Xi\ [jhkg]o]\
ob] ]rXgpXodji di P]ko]hY]m) 2006- Km-N]o]mnji rdndo]\ Yjob kXmod]n&bjh]n Xi\
[jioX[o]\ n]r]mXg [jggXo]mXgnjpm[]n-
32- Km-N]o]mnji o]nod_d]\oj ob] _jggjsdia [ji[gpndjin) sbd[b ob] Ajpmo
_di\n k]mnpXndr] 'ob] jm\]m di sbd[b ob] [ji[gpndjin Xm]gdno]\bXn ij
ndaid_d[Xi[](;
>ggob] [bdg\m]i km]_]moj gdr]RoXbjr]m JjpdndXiX-
Qb] [bdg\m]i Xm]ijo ]nk][dXggubXkku XYjpo gdrdiadi JjpdndXiX-
O]nkji\]io&n hjr] oj JjpdndXiX dnX [ji[]mi) ]nk][dXgguadr]i b]m
pisdggdiai]nn oj m]opmioj RoXbji[] b]mm]gXodjinbdksdobb]m ]t,bpnYXi\
\d\ ijo sjmf jpo-
Giob] gjia mpi) ob] [bdg\m]i sjpg\ Y] bXkkd]md_ob]u s]m] oj gdr] di
RoXb-
Qb] osdin) QugXmXi\ PfugXm)\d__]mXnoj sbd[b kXm]io ob]u \]ndm] oj
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gdr] sdob- QugXm\]ndm]n oj gdr]sdobbdn_Xob]mXi\ PfugXmsjpg\ mXob]mgdr]
sdobb]mhjob]m- Qb] obdm\[bdg\) KX[f]ivd] sjpg\ mXob]mgdr]sdobb]m
_Xob]m)pig]nn b]mhjob]m m]opmi]\ oj RoXb)ob]i nb] sjpg\ mXob]mgdr]sdob
b]m)YpogXo]mdi\d[Xo]\ obXonb] sjpg\ mXob]mgdr]sdobb]m_Xob]m-Qb]
ujpia]no [bdg\) ?m]iiX) di\d[Xo]\ obXonb] sjpg\ gdf] oj gdr]sdobb]m
hjob]m Xi\ ob]i bX\ ij jkdidji-
QugXm)sXn ngdaboguhjm] Yji\]\ oj bdn_Xob]m)sbdg] PfugXmsXn
hjm] Yji\]\ oj b]mhjob]m) Xi\ KX[f]ivd] Xi\ ?m]iiX Xkk]Xm]\ oj Y]
]lpXggu Yji\]\ oj Yjob kXm]ion- Qb] Ajpmo_di\n obXoobdnm]XgguY]i]_don
Yjob kXm]ion-
>ggj_ ob] [bdg\m]i km]_]mm]\RoXboj JjpdndXiX sbd[b bXn oj \j sdob
ob] [bdg\m]i hdnndia ob]dm_Xob]m)YpoXgnj sXiodia oj nk]i\ hjm] odh] sdob
]to]i\]\ _Xhdgd]n-
Qb] [bdg\m]i bXr] X ndaid_d[XioYji\ sdob]X[b job]m Xi\
!n]kXmXodiaob]h) ]nk][dXggu d_ob]u s]m] oj gdr] di \d__]m]ionoXo]n)dnijo di
ob]dmY]no dio]m]non-!
O]nkji\]io nompaag]noj _di\ odh] oj \j obdiansdobob] [bdg\m]i-
O]nkji\]io dnnjh]sbXo mdad\di bjs nb] \]Xgn sdobob] [bdg\m]i&n
]hjodjin Xi\ dng]nn n]indodr] oj ob]dm_]]gdian obXi N]ododji]m-
N]ododji]mdnhjm] opi]\ oj ob] [bdg\m]i&n_]]gdian obXi dn
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O]nkji\]io Xi\ ob]u bXr] X ajj\ m]gXodjinbdksdobbdh-
O]nkji\]io sXn !njh]sbXo jYnomp[odjidnod[XYjpo rdndon-!
Tdob m]aXm\oj ob] [bdg\m]i&ni]]\n Xi\ [XkXYdgdod]n)ob] kXm]ion
[jhkgdh]io ji] Xijob]m Xi\ bXr] pidlp] nom]iaobnXi\ s]Xfi]nn]n-
?job kXm]ion Xm]X\]lpXo] Xi\ [XkXYg] Xi\ ji] \j]n ijo Xkk]Xm
oj Y] ndaid_d[XioguY]oo]mobXi ob] job]m-
Qb] [bdg\m]i i]]\]\ oj nk]i\ ndaid_d[Xioguhjm] odh] sdobob]dm
_Xob]mXi\ ]to]i\]\ _XhdguXi\ obXodosXn di ob]dmY]no dio]m]nonoj \j nj-
Qb] N]ododji]mdnm]hXmmd]\Xi\ bXn X osj,kXm]io bjpn]bjg\- Km-
N]o]mnji Y]gd]r]n obdnoj Y] Xi X\rXioXa] oj N]ododji]mXi\ obXobdnY]dia
hXmmd]\X\\n njh] noXYdgdou-
Godnob] [bdg\m]i&nY]no dio]m]nonoj bXr] hjm] [jioX[o sdobob]dm
m]gXodr]n-
N]ododji]mbXn am]Xo]mm]njpm[]n Xi\ ob] O]nkji\]io bXn g]nn
hji]u Xi\ dnnompaagdia_diXi[dXggu-
33- Qb] N]ododji]mdnob] kXm]io hjno gdf]guoj Xggjs _m]lp]io Xi\
[jiodipdia [jioX[o sdobob] iji,[pnoj\dXg kXm]io-
34- Km-N]o]mnji _jpi\ obXoob] O]nkji\]io bX\ Y]]i ob] ![bdg\m]i&n
!kmdhXmu[Xm] adr]m!Xi\ nb] Xkk]Xmnoj \j X ajj\ ejY j_ h]]odia ob]dmYXnd[
i]]\n- Fjs]r]m) ob] Ajpmo\j]n ijo kpohp[b s]dabo ji ob] \]o]mhdiXodji obXo
ob] O]nkji\]io dnob] kmdhXmu[Xm] adr]mY][Xpn] b]mY]dia di JjpdndXiX
i][]nndoXo]n obdn_X[o-
35- Tbdg] Yjob kXm]ion sjmf) ob] N]ododji]m&nkjndodji Xn hXiXa]m) sbd[b
j[[pmm]\ X_o]mob] [pnoj\u ]rXgpXodji sXn [jhkg]o]\) Xggjsn bdh oj n]o bdnjsi
sjmf n[b]\pg]- ?][Xpn] ob] N]ododji]mbXn X hjm] _g]tdYg]sjmfdia ]irdmjih]io)
b] [Xi Y]oo]mbXi\g] ob] [bdg\m]i&ni]]\n-
36-Qb] Ajpmo_di\n O]nkji\]io&n kXm]ion 'hXo]miXg amXi\kXm]ion( Xm]
Xi\ m]hXdi Xi dhkjmoXionpkkjmo_X[ojm_jmb]m)Xn ]rd\]i[]\ Yuob] _X[oobXoob]
O]nkji\]io&n hjob]m _g]s _mjh RoXboj JjpdndXiX oj [Xm] _jmob] [bdg\m]i) sbdg]
O]nkji\]io sXn di RoXb_jmob] b]Xmdia ji obdnhXoo]m-
37- Qb] [jpmo _di\n obXoO]nkji\]io bXn ijo \]hjinomXo]\ X
sdggdiai]nn oj npYhdob]m jsi k]mnjiXg \]ndm]n jm dio]m]non)]r]i objpab dosjpg\
Y] di b]m [bdg\m]i&nY]no dio]m]nonXi\ \]nkdo] ob] [bdg\m]i&n\]ndm]n oj gdr] di
RoXboj Y] [gjn]m oj ob]dm_Xob]mXi\ ob]dm]to]i\]\ _Xhdgu-
?Xn]\ ji ob] _jm]ajdia Ddi\dian j_ DX[o)ob] Ajpmoijs hXf]n ob]
_jggjsdia;
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW +-
1- Qb] Ajpmo&nXiXgundnm]lpdm]nX osj,no]k \]o]mhdiXodji Xi\) di _X[o)ob]
n][ji\ no]k dnijo m]X[b]\ pig]nn ob] AjpmohXf]n ob] obm]nbjg\ \]o]mhdiXodji
obXoX npYnoXiodXg[bXia] j_ [dm[phnoXi[]n ]tdnon) sbd[b [bXia] dnnp__d[d]iooj
epnod_uob] Ajpmodi ]r]i [jind\]mdia X hj\d_d[Xodji- fBC=G r- fBC=G- 776 N-2\
5:: 'RoXb 1:9:(- Qb] fBC=G [Xn] [ji[]mi]\ X [bXia] j_ [pnoj\u- > [pnoj\u
[bXia] dnjigu ji] j_ ob] kjnndYg] jpo[jh]n di obdn[Xn]) Ypoob] AjpmoY]gd]r]n
obXoob] fBC=G noXi\Xm\ i]r]mob]g]nn Xkkgd]n-
2- G_ob]m] Xm][bXia]\ [dm[phnoXi[]n) fBC=G m]lpdm]nobXoob] [bXia]'n(
hpno !bXr] njh] hXo]mdXgm]gXodjinbdkoj Xi\ npYnoXiodXg]__][o ji ob] kXm]iodia
XYdgdoujmob] _pi[odjidia j_ ob] km]n]iogu ]tdnodia [pnoj\dXg m]gXodjinbdk-!e_. Mi]
kpmkjn] j_ ob] [bXia]\ [dm[phnoXi[]n o]nodnoj _Xrjm!ji]odh] X\ep\d[Xodji! j_ X
hXoo]m)Ypoobdn!m]nep\d[XoXXnk][o j_ ob] mpg]hpno XgsXunY] npYn]mrd]io oj ob]
Y]no dio]m]nonj_ ob] [bdg\-! i<0 GiX\\dodji sb]i) Xn di obdn[Xn]) ob] [pnoj\u
XmmXia]h]io sXn nodkpgXo]\)Ypoijo X\ep\d[Xo]\) !ob] m]nep\d[XoXkjgd[u
pi\]mgudia ob] [bXia]\ [dm[phnoXi[]n mpg]dnXokXmod[pgXmgugjs ]YY-! i<0
3- Qb]m] bXr] Y]]i hXo]mdXg[bXia]n di ob] kXmod]n&[dm[phnoXi[]n oj obdn
\Xo]- Qbjn] [bXia]n di[gp\] ob] _jggjsdia;
O]nkji\]io&n hjr] oj JjpdndXiX oj kpmnp] X km]rdjpn mjhXiod[
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m]gXodjinbdk sbd[b sXn pifijsi oj ]dob]mkXmouXoob] odh] ob] [pnoj\u
Xam]]h]io sXn hX\]-
Qb] m]gj[Xodji j_ ob] [bdg\m]i oj JjpdndXiX hXo]mdXgguXi\ di]rdoXYgu
dhkX[on N]ododji]m&nm]gXodjinbdksdob ob] [bdg\m]i- O]nkji\]io&n
m]gj[Xodji jpond\] RoXb sXn []moXdigu ijo Xiod[dkXo]\ Yu ob] kXmod]n)
\]nkdo] a]i]md[ gXiapXa] di ob] B][m]]-
N]ododji]m ]ieju]\ gdY]mXgrdndoXodjipiodgob] O]nkji\]io hjr]\
_mjh RoXb-
?u hjrdia sdob ob] [bdg\m]i jpo,j_,noXo]) ob] O]nkji\]io bXn
kgX[]\ Xi dhh]in] gjadnod[XgYXmmd]mY]os]]i ob] N]ododji]m Xi\ ob]
]__][odr] ]t]m[dn] j_ bdnrdndoXodjimdabon-
Qb] \d__d[pgod]nj_ ob] [bdg\m]i&n hjr] oj JjpdndXiX s]m]
[jhkjpi\]\ Yu ob] O]nkji\]io&n m]_pnXg._Xdgpm]oj [jhkgu sdob ob]
rdndoXodjiB][m]] jm [jhkgu sdob ob] hdidhph noXopojmuapd\]gdi]n n]o jpo
di ·I;@ eE<= aDD0- · 30,3,07) obpn O]nkji\]io&n \]kmdrdia N]ododji]m j_
bdnmdabon-
O]nkji\]io&n _Xdgpm]oj kXu ob] [jnon j_ rdndoXodji- >n np[b obdn
Ajpmo _di\n obXoob] O]nkji\]io bXn _Xdg]\ oj Y]Xm ob] [jnon dib]m]io di
b]m rjgpioXmu \][dndji oj hjr] jpo j_ noXo]-
4- GodnXgnj obdn[jpmo&n jkdidji obXoob] km]n]io [pnoj\u XmmXia]h]io di
14
!
[jiepi[odji sdobob]dmgj[Xodji dn\]omdh]ioXgoj ob] Y]no dio]m]nonj_ ob] [bdg\m]i-
Pk][d_d[Xggu)obdnAjpmo_di\n obXoob] O]nkji\]io&n [ji\p[o bXn \XhXa]\ ob]
m]gXodjinbdkY]os]]i ob] N]ododji]mXi\ ob] [bdg\m]i Y][Xpn] j_ ob] O]nkji\]io&n
hjr] oj JjpdndXiX Xi\ m]_pnXgoj Xggjsob] N]ododji]m_pggrdndoXodjimdabon-Qb]
N]ododji]mXi\ ob] [bdg\m]i bXr] bX\ ndaid_d[Xiogug]nn odh] oja]ob]m obXi dn
i][]nnXmu _jmob] kmjk]m \]r]gjkh]io j_ X_Xob]m,[bdg\m]gXodjinbdk-
5- Qb] [bXia]n n]o _jmobXYjr] Xm]hXo]mdXggum]gXo]\oj ob] kXm]iodia
m]gXodjinbdkj_ Yjob kXm]ion oj ob] [bdg\m]i) Xi\ Xgnj) oj njh] ]to]io) oj
O]nkji\]io&n kXm]iodia XYdgdou-Qb] ]tk]mo sXn pi]lpdrj[Xg obXoob] [bdg\m]i
i]]\ Yjob kXm]ion) Xi\ ob]u i]]\ Yjob kXm]ion ji X hjm] _m]lp]io YXndn-Ljo
jigu sdggob] kmjtdhdouY] kbund[XggudhkXdm]\)Ypoob] gjia \dnoXi[] bXn X__][o]\
ob] [bdg\m]i- Qb] hjr] oj JjpdndXiX sXn \ji] njg]gu _jmO]nkji\]io&n k]mnjiXg
\]ndm]n Xi\ ijo _jmob] Y]i]_do jm s]g_Xm]j_ ob] [bdg\m]i jm _jmob]dmi]]\n-
6- ?][Xpn] [pnoj\u sXn i]r]m X\ep\d[Xo]\) ob] m]gXodr]kXm]iodia nfdggnj_
ob] kXmod]n)Xi\ ob] Y]no dio]m]nonj_ ob] [bdg\m]i) s]m] i]r]m npYhdoo]\ _jmob]
jYe][odr] Xi\ dhkXmodXg[jind\]mXodji j_ X [jpmo jmob] ]tk]mo ]rXgpXodji j_ X [bdg\
[pnoj\u ]tk]mo- >[[jm\diagu) ob] XoomdYpo]n)[bXmX[o]mXi\ gdhdoXodjinj_ ob]
kXmod]nXn kXm]ion obXoXm]n]o _jmobdi ob] Ajpmo&nDdi\dian j_ DX[os]m] i]r]m
jYe][odr]gu [jind\]m]\ piodgijs-
7- Djmob] _jm]ajdia m]Xnjin) ob] Ajpmo[ji[gp\]n obXoob] obm]nbjg\
15
m]lpdm]h]io n]o _jmobdi Cgh]mXi\ iph]mjpn job]m [Xn]n bXn Y]]i h]odi obdn
[Xn]- Qb] Ajpmosdggijs opmioj ob] _diXglp]nodji< iXh]gu) dnXiu hj\d_d[Xodji j_
ob] Bdrjm[] B][m]] di obdn[Xn] m]lpdm]\ di ob] [bdg\m]i&nY]no dio]m]non=
9- QbdnAjpmompg]nobXoob] O]nkji\]io&n hjr] oj JjpdndXiX) Xi\ b]m
_Xdgpm]oj [jhkgu sdobob] B][m]] Xi\ noXo]gXsm]aXm\diajpo,j_,noXo] rdndoXodji
bXn \XhXa]\ ob] _pi[odjiXgdouj_ ob] jmdadiXg[pnoj\u XmmXia]h]io- >n np[b ob]
_dmnokmjia j_ ob] o]nobXn Y]]i h]o-
:- Kj\d_d[Xodji [jpg\ di[gp\] X [bXia] j_ [pnoj\u) jm [pnoj\u [jpg\ Y]
-hXdioXdi]\ Xn Xokm]n]io) Ypo[ji\dodji]\ ji O]nkji\]io m]gj[Xodia oj RoXbXi\
ijo Y]uji\ X []moXdi\dnoXi[] _mjh N]ododji]m- Qb] Ajpmo[jpg\ Xgnj hj\d_u ob]
B][m]] oj [bXia] rdndoXodjioj m]_g][o[bXia]\ [dm[phnoXi[]n Xi\) d_i][]nnXmu oj
_pmob]mob] [bdg\m]i&nY]no dio]m]non)ob] Ajpmo[jpg\ X\epno[bdg\ npkkjmo-
10- Qb] Ajpmo&n\][dndji dn[jiomjgg]\ Yu n]r]mXg m]g]rXio [Xn]n) di[gp\dia;
r;GHED J0r;GHED- 999 N-2\ 71: 'RoXb>kk- 1::4(< ~A?? J0~A??- :05 N-2\ :09
'RoXb>kk- 1::5(< Xi\ y=AD@;GI Jy=AD@;GI- :63 N-2\ 757 'RoXb>kk- 1::9(-
550 r;GHED dnkmjYXYguob] [gjn]no [Xn] ji ob] dnnp] j_ m]gj[Xodji- Gi
r;GHED- ob] hjob]m 'ob] [pnoj\dXg kXm]io( \]ndm]\ oj m]gj[Xo] oj Mm]aji) sb]m]
b]m_dXi[] m]nd\]\- Qb] omdXg[jpmo ]io]m]\ Xi jm\]m obXosjpg\ bXr] \dr]no]\ ob]
hjob]m j_ [pnoj\u d_nb] hjr]\ ;DLK@=G= jpond\] j_ Pphhdo Ajpiou- Qb]
Xkk]ggXo] [jpmo mpg]\obXo!pig]nn ob]m] s]m] [jhk]ggdia ]rd\]i[] obXom]nd\dia di
.3
Pphhdo Ajpiou) RoXb)sjpg\ Y] Y]oo]m_jmob] [bdg\m]i obXi Xggjsdia ob]h oj
[jiodip] oj m]nd\] sdobob]dmgd_],gjia kmdhXmu[Xm]adr]m)s] sjpg\ [ji[gp\] obXo
ob] omdXg[jpmo ]t[]]\]\ ob] ]t]m[dn] j_ njpi\ \dn[m]odji di ]io]mdia ob] jm\]m-- !
12- >o omdXg)ob] ]tk]mo [g]Xmgujkdi]\ obXoob] Y]no [Xn] _jmob] [bdg\m]i dn
_jmYjob ob] [bdg\m]i Xi\ O]nkji\]io oj m]opmioj ob] PoXo]j_ RoXb- Fjs]r]m)
obXojkodji sdggijo Y] kjnndYg] G_O]nkji\]io m]_pn]noj m]opmioj RoXb- FXrdia
ob] [bdg\m]i m]nd\] sdobN]ododji]msdggY] Y]oo]mobXi bXrdia ob]h m]nd\] sdob
O]nkji\]io) d_nb] \j]n ijo m]gj[Xo] oj RoXboj j__]mob] [bdg\m]i h]Xidia_pg
m]gXodjinbdknsdobYjob kXm]ion) amXi\kXm]ion Xi\ ]to]i\]\ _Xhdgu-?u ob]
[bdg\m]i gdrdiadi RoXbob] [bdg\m]i sjpg\ Y] XYg]oj ]ieju X noXYg]Xi\ ipmopmdia
m]gXodjinbdksdobob]dmamXi\kXm]ion j_ Yjob nd\]n) Xn s]gg Xn Xpion) pi[g]n) Xi\
[jpndin- QbdndnXi dhkmjr]h]io jr]m ob]dmkm]n]io ndopXodji- GiX\\dodji) sdob
ob] [bdg\m]i di RoXbsjpg\ Xggjs _jmob] \]r]gjkh]io j_ X m]gXodjinbdkY]os]]i
ob] [bdg\m]i Xi\ ob]dmbXg_,Ymjob]m-
13- QbdnAjpmo\j]n ijo Y]gd]r] ob] ]rd\]i[] g]X\n oj ob] [ji[gpndji obXo
ob] [bdg\m]i nbjpg\ ijo m]nd\] Xiusb]m] YpoPXgoJXf] Ajpiou) Ypoob] Ajpmodn
Xhkgu k]mnpX\]\ oj [ji[gp\] obXododnijo di ob] [bdg\m]i&nY]no dio]m]nonoj Y]
kbund[Xggun]kXmXo]\ _mjh ob]dm_Xob]mYu X ndaid_d[Xio\dnoXi[]< obXod_ob] [bdg\m]i
m]hXdi di JjpdndXiX jmXijob]m gj[Xodji [jhkXmXYgu \dnoXiojm diX[[]nndYg] oj ob]
_Xob]mXi\ job]m ]to]i\]\ _Xhdgu)ob] [bdg\m]i sdgggjn] ob] i]]\]\ kXm]io sdob
,!; $+++
N]ododji]mob] ]tk]mo sdoi]nn \]]hn i][]nnXmu di obdn[Xn]< obXoO]nkji\]io sdgg
[jiodip] oj pn] ob] m]Xgdod]nj_ kbund[Xgn]kXmXodji oj npYogu)Ypodi]tjmXYgu)
dhkX[o ob] iXopmXg_Xob]m&nm]gXodjinbdksdobob] [bdg\m]i 'obXoob] hjob]m&n
kXm]iodia XYdgdou)sbdg] a]i]mXgguajj\ di ob] km]n]io [dm[phnoXi[]n) [jpg\ Y]
dhkXdm]\ \p] oj _diXi[dXg\d__d[pgod]n(<Xi\ obXoob] gdf]gu\][m]Xn] di
]__][odr]i]nn j_ ob] hjob]m&nkXm]iodia nfdggnXnXggob] [bdg\m]i XooXdi
X\jg]n[]i[] [m]Xo]n Xi pipnpXggunomjia i]]\ _jmob] _Xob]moj Y] m]X\dgu
XrXdgXYg]Xi\ dirjgr]\-
14- Qb] Ajpmo\]o]mhdi]n obXom]nd\]i[] di PXgoJXf] Ajpiou jmsdobdiX
m]XnjiXYg] \dnoXi[] j_ N]ododji]mXi\ job]m ]to]i\]\ _Xhdguh]hY]mn ji Yjob
nd\]n j_ ob] _Xhdgu)sdobob] O]nkji\]io [jiodipdia b]mmjg]Xn kbund[Xg[pnoj\dXg
kXm]io) dnob] Y]no m]npgo_jmob] [bdg\m]i) Ypododnijo ob] jigu X[[]koXYg]
jpo[jh]- Qb] [mdod[Xgi]]\ dnkmjtdhdouoj N]ododji]mXi\ ]to]i\]\ _Xhdgu-Qb]
i]to hjno dhkjmoXiojYe][odr] dnoj hXdioXdi) Xn_XmXn kjnndYg]) ob] [bdg\m]i&n
Xnnj[dXodjin sdobYjob kXm]ion Xi\ ]to]i\]\ _Xhdgu)sbd[b dnXghjno ]iodm]gu
[]io]m]\ di ob] PXgoJXf] AdouXm]X)YpoobdnjYe][odr] hXu bXr] oj ud]g\ oj
O]nkji\]io&n jsi \]ndm]n Xn oj sb]m] nb] \]ndm]n oj gdr]Xi\ oj kmX[od[Xg
i][]nndou-
15- Qb] Ajpmo\j]n ijo Y]gd]r] dodnob] [bdg\m]i&nY]no dio]m]nooj [bXia]
.4
[pnoj\u) pig]nn O]nkji\]io k]mndnondi b]m\]ndm] oj gdr] jpo j_ noXo]jm X
npYnoXiodXg\dnoXi[] _mjh ob] N]ododji]m)obpnnpYnoXiodXggu\dmididnbdil ob]
[bdg\m]i&n[jioX[o Xi\ dirjgr]h]io sdobN]ododji]m)Yjob n]on j_ amXi\kXm]ion Xi\
]to]i\]\ _Xhdgu-Qb] AjpmoY]gd]r]n obXod_O]nkji\]io \j]n m]hXdi di
JjpdndXiX jm X [jhkXmXYg] gj[Xodji) N]ododji]mdnob] kXm]io sbj dnhjm] gdf]guoj
sjmf oj hXdioXdi X nomjia m]gXodjinbdksdob]X[b kXm]io-
16- Qb] Ajpmo[ji[gp\]n obXosb]ob]m ob] hjodr] dn[jin[djpn jm ijo)
O]nkji\]io bXn pn]\ \dnoXi[] oj \dhdidnb) Xoob] ]tk]in] j_ ob] [bdg\m]i&n)ob]dm
m]gXodjinbdksdobob]dm_Xob]m)amXi\kXm]ion Xi\ ]to]i\]\ _XhdguXi\ np[b
[ji\p[o dn)di _X[o)X kXm]iodia \]_d[d]i[u sbd[b dnY]no Xh]gdjmXo]\ ijo YuoXfdia
ob] [bdg\m]i _mjh O]nkji\]io) YpoYu bXrdia Yjob ob] [bdg\m]i Xi\ O]nkji\]io
m]opmioj RoXbXn ob] ]rXgpXojmm][jhh]i\]\ Xi\ Yu di[m]Xndia ob] _Xob]m&n
kXm]io odh] Xi\ odh] sdobYjob ]to]i\]\ _Xhdgd]nXi\ amXi\kXm]ion Xnhp[b Xn
kjnndYg] [jindno]io sdobob] [bdg\m]i&njsi \]ndm]n Xi\ i]]\ _jmnoXYdgdoudi ob]dm
kmdhXmubjh]-
?>PCB ML QFC DMOCEMGLE DGLBGLEPMD D>AQ >LB
AMLAJRPGMLP MD J>T PCQDMOQF FCOCGL>LB QFC KCKMO>LBRK
BCAGPGMLCLQCOB ?U QFGPAMROQ)QFC P>KC >JPM ?CGLE
GLAMONMO>QCB FCOCGL?U QFGPOCDCOOCLAC) GQGPFCOC?U
MOBCOCB) >BHRBECB) >LB BCAOCCB >P DMJJMTP;
.5
.
G
c:SOs
1- Apnoj\u nbXggm]hXdi sdobO]nkji\]io) Xn gjia Xn nb] m]nd\]n Yu
>papno 15) 2007) di PXgoJXf] Ajpiou) jm X i]XmYu [jpiou sdobdi
m]XnjiXYg] \dnoXi[] 'g]nn obXi 150 hdg]n( j_ ob] N]ododji]m&nkm]n]io
m]nd\]i[]) di[gp\dia) Ypoijo i][]nnXmdgu gdhdo]\oj) PXgoJXf]) RoXb)
TXnXo[b) KjmaXi) BXrdnjmT]Y]m Ajpiod]n- Qb] m]Xnji _jmobdn\]X\gdi]
dnnj obXoob] [bdg\m]i hXu Y] ]imjgg]\ Xi\ noXmodi n[bjjg di RoXbXoob]
Y]adiidia j_ ob] :44;1:44< n[bjjg u]Xm- G_O]nkji\]io m]opminoj m]nd\]
di RoXb)k]ododji]mdnXsXm\]\ kXm]io odh] [jindno]io sdob·I;@ eE<= aDD0-
c 33,3,35-5-
2- N]ododji]mdnXsXm\]\ [pnoj\u j_ ob] [bdg\m]i) d_YuHpi] 25) 2007)
O]nkji\]io bXn ijo ijod_d]\) di smdodia)N]ododji]mXi\ ob] Ajpmoj_ b]m
\][dndji oj m]nd\] di RoXbXi\ d_O]nkji\]io bXn ijo m]opmi]\ Xi\
]noXYgdnb]\ m]nd\]i[] di RoXb[jindno]io sdobob] km][]\dia kXmXamXkb-G_
O]nkji\]io m]hXdin di JjpdndXiX jmXijob]m gj[Xodji jpond\] j_ RoXbjm d_
nb] m]nd\]n di RoXb_pmob]mobXi 150 hdg]n _mjh N]ododji]m)nb] dnXsXm\]\
kXm]io odh] [jindno]io sdob·I;@ eE<= aDD0- cc 33,3,37 Xi\ 33,3,35-5-
3- G_N]ododji]mdnXsXm\]\ [pnoj\u j_ ob] [bdg\m]i \p] oj O]nkji\]io&n
\]ndm] oj m]hXdi jpond\] j_ RoXbXi\ O]nkji\]io XoX gXo]m\Xo] [bjjn]n
oj m]opmioj RoXb)nb] hXu ijo pn] b]mnpYn]lp]io m]opmioj RoXbXn ob]
njg] YXndnoj omuoj m],jYoXdi [pnoj\u j_ ob] [bdg\m]i-
1:
]lpXggu nkgdob] XrXdgXYg]kXm]io odh] _jmob] nphh]m j_ 2007- G_
4- G_O]nkji\]io [bjjn]n ijo oj hjr] oj RoXb)ob] kXmod]nbXgg
O]nkji\]io ]t]m[dn]n b]mnphh]m 2007 kXm]io odh] di JjpdndXiX) nb] dn) L _ A i G_
19+,7\:F>+1bb @[ Y_,[!!AN,V!))+N,,bbZ@;<\-( bb !$8'e,e++bb b, bb bK N b+ \ 3K7,K),U]
oj m]opmiob] [bdg\m]i oj RoXbYuHpgu15) 2007- @b <%,,b],,,),,A+Pbwo-G-,d-bPN,b,,,,,,,OI+9,$9\NVa b+N,
)Q]K,,H\,b R! b\,\,,,),bb C,","A..
5- O]nkji\]io&n N]ododjioj Kj\d_u ob] B][m]] dn\]id]\-
6- ?job kXmod]nbXr] di[pmm]\ npYnoXiodXg_]]n di obdn[Xn]- L]dob]m
kXmoudn[g]Xmguob] km]rXdgdiakXmoudi obdnhXoo]m-N]ododji]mbXn _Xdg]\oj
[bXia] [pnoj\u 'pig]nn O]nkji\]io k]mndnondi b]m \]ndm] oj ijo m]opmioj
RoXb()Xi\ m]nkji\]io&n dgg,X\rdn]\\][dndji oj m]gj[Xo] bXn ijo Y]]i
rdi\d[Xo]\- Qb]m]_jm]) i]dob]m kXmoudnXsXm\]\ _]]n Xi\ [jnon-
B>QCB obdn;'h \Xu j_ ."~000M0oErIo.".-i!>.. :44;0
>NNOMSCB >P QM DMOK >LB AMLQCLQ;
Hjn]kb J- L]h]gfX
>oojmi]u _jmO]nkji\]io
20
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Gb]m]Yu []mod_uobXoji Hpi] 29)2007) X omp]Xi\ [jmm][o [jku j_ ob]
_jm]ajdia ORDER MODIFYING DECREE OF DIVORCE sXn n]io kjnoXa] km],
kXd\) rdXRido]\ PoXo]nDdmnoAgXnnKXdgoj ob] XnX\\m]nn]\ Xn _jggjsn;
Hjn]kb J- L]h]gfX) Cnl-
>oojmi]u XoJXs
6906 Pjpob 1300 CXno
PXgoJXf] Adou)RQ 94121
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VHWY]0PLX2 RPXYLK ILRU\ I] VRHJPTN YOL XHSL PT HT LT[LRUVL
HKKWLXXLK YU0
=W8 2WHKRL] 78 >]QHSV
@LYLWXUT . >]QHSV
VG.G BUZYO /BB 5HXY3 BZPYL DBG
BHRY <HQL 3PY]3 DC .PDDl
Counsel for Chad Jason Hanson
BC1C5 ?6 DC18
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UT YOL _ UM :ZR]3 EBBl8
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3?D>CG ?6 B1<C <1;5
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